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Henley, Lawson, Giles
elected to participate
in presidentialsearch
Melvin Henley, Howard Giles
and Hughie Lawson will give the
faculty at Murray State University its much sought-after representation in the school's presidential
search and screening process.
The three were elected Tuesday
by the Faculty Senate to serve
with the board of regents in the
screening of presidential applicants. Henley,from the College
al Enviroiunental Sciences, and
Giles, College of Business and
Public Affairs, are members of
the senate. Lawson is from the
College of Humanistic Studies.
Several recommendations,
from the senate's executive committee and from the floor of the
senate, were announced prior to
the voting. ,Faculty members
receiving a majority of the votes
were appointed. Several individual votes were taken to narrow down the field of candidates
— which started at 17.
The election stems from board
of regents action Sept. 27 to request that three faculty members
participate on the search and
selection committee.
The board of regents will meet
at 10 a.m. Saturday in Wells Hall
to screen presidential applications. Senate President Wayne
Bell said the three faculty
members will report to the board
at that time.
"It's (the three faculty
members selected) a good group.
There's lots of experience and
understanding of the university,"
Bell added.
Prier to the regents' action, Dr.
James Booth, vice president for
academic programs, urged that
the board peek more faculty
representation in the process.
Two recommendations from the

executive committee were
discussed and voted on prior to the
faculty representation vote. A motion to limit the nominees to
tenured faculty was voted down
although all three chosen have
been tenured. Some faculty felt
that limiting the nominees to
tenure faculty would reduce the
new thinking" of some teachers.
Others agrued that individuals
with several years of awareness of
Murray State who are free of
tenure worries would make better
representatives.
The other motion, to limit one
representative per college, was
approved. Most of the senate felt
this would give more representation and a greater perspective of
all academic areas of the campus.
Senators were allowed to vote
for up to three of the 17 original
candidates.
In an unrelated matter, Giles
and Senator Ken Wolf discussed
their chart comparing all average
university academic salaries with
national averages. There also
were comparisions of similar positions in the various academic colleges.
The figures, which were taken
from the university's personnel office and the July-August issue of
"Academe," revealed that
average Murray State salaries
are lower than the national
average.
"When a full professor is paid
below that of the national norm,
that's the reason for low faculty
moral," said Tom Posey, pastpresident of the senate.
Wolf said the figures will be
given to the senate's finance committee and the appropriate
university self-study committee
for the Southern Association accreditation process.

Jury awards monetary
damages for fatal wreck
Monetary damages totaling
$204,378.95 were awarded Tuesday
in Calloway Circuit Court following an accident in April 1981,
which claimed the life of a
Buchanan,Tenn., woman.
The findings were the result of
an automobile accident where
Nicole M. Clayton, Route 1,
Buchanan, and a passenger,
Christine Grogan, were struck
head-on at approximately 3:20
p.m. April 8, 1981, by a vehicle
driven by Lee Bolen, 618 Broad
Street Ext., Murray.
According to Kentucky State
Police reports filed, the accident
occurred some six-tenths of a mile

north of Hazel on U.S. 641. The
reports stated that Bolen's vehicle, a 1975 Oldsmobile, sideswipped a bridge and guardrail,
bounced back across the center
line of the highway and hit the northbound '79 Ford driven by
Clayton head-on.
The monetary awards made
allowances for $35,000 pain and
suffering; $4,387.95 stipulated
medical and burial expenses;
$40,000 destruction of power to
earn money; and $125,000 punitive
damages.
In July 1981, Bolen was sentenced to a five-year term on criminal
(Continued On Page 2)

YUGOSLAVIAN VISITOR — Primer/Old Iffsliabservic(second
from rigte), University of Serabswe, Irgigniakia. is taking part ki a
five-day course in digital prucelling SO Mid America Remote
Testing Center in the Lowry Ceder atlimey State University. With
Mulabegovic are (from left) Am Hwy, Canter far International

Sarajevo professor studies digital processing
By JENNIE GORDON
Ad-America
l=
i
Man*.-Skiltat
Remote Sensing Center (MARC) has attracted individuals from colleges and industries from across the United States and
Canada. During a five-day course in digital
processing being conducted this week in the
Lowry Center, a Yugoslavian electronic
specialist has journeyed to Murray to also
become acquainted with the technological
marvels existing on the university campus.
Seed E. Mulabegovic, an associate professor of the electrical engineering,
autoolatic control and electronics department
of the University of Sarajevo, Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia, is visiting the city of Murray and
the university campus through an agreement
of the exchange program between MSU and
the University of Sarajevo.
Through the efforts of MSU's Center for International Programs, the two universities
last year signed a formal agreement of
cooperation aimed at promoting joint
research efforts, exchange of faculty and

Jimmy Lamb
Lamb was playing with Dick
Shanahan, Bob Pennington and
Roy Hiumford and Saturday they
were joined by Claude Akins of the
Tv programs "Sheriff Lobo" and
"Movin' On." The group shot 11under in the scramble format,
Saturday, and Sunday they shot 9-

students, and other projects of mutual interest. Eleven educators train the University
of Sarajevo are scheduled to visit MSU in
November,according to a CIP spoluainum.
A speaker of Russian, French, and English,
Mulabegovic, although not a geoscientist,
finds the course interesting. "Through
meetings with other specialists in this field. I
am being introduced to new advancement as
well as the experience and technology already
established in the MSU MARC Center."
"Yugoslavia does not have a center such as
here in Murray. I hope that in the future we
will be able to establish a similar remote sensing program in my country and also that we
will continue our cooperation in this field."
Mulabegovic expressed his wishes for the
exchange program to continue in the future
and added,"I am also gaining insight into the
culture and history of the United States by
becoming acquainted with professors here in
Murray as well as those who visit Yugoslavia
in the exchange program."
Beside his week-long visit in Murray,
Mulabegovic will have a stopover in New

York City before returning to his horns in
Yugoslavia.
The course conducted at the MARC Center
is designed for study of digital processing of
Landsat data. Landsat is a National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
satellite used to gather information from the
earth and then applied to the solving of
natural resource problems
Two NASA representatives. Tom Sever.
earth resources laboratory. and Dr Joe
Boyce, director of the planetary geology program, Washington, D.C., are slated to conduct sessions during the program
.MSU faculty members who will also be
assisUng in the informative workshop will be
Dr. Neil V. Weber, MARC director and chairman of the geosciences department. Bill I.
Coker, MARC associate director and professor of computer science; Dr. Thomas C
Kind, associate professor of geosciences; Dr
John D. Mikulcik. profeassor of agriculture;
Dr. Burl. I. Naugle. assistant professor of
geosciences; and Dr. Witham
Smith Jr
professor of computer science

Officials recommend Tylenol bon
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky health officials are
making sure that retailers across

Local golfers compete with celebrities
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Nashville is noted as a city hal
of celebrities.
Add two more to that list the
next time Jerry Caldwell and Jimmy Lamb visit Music City.
Caldwell and Lamb, although
not on the same level as a Chet
Atkins or Johnny Cash, proved
they can hob-nob with the high
brows and still keep a sporting
savvy.
Caldwell and 14unb, better
known around Calloway County as
top amateur golfers, recently
placed in the top two teams of the
Floyd Cramer Celebrity Golf
Tournament, Saturday and Sunday.
Caldwell, winner of the Oaks
Country Club Men's Invitational
this summer and Jimmy Lamb,
who chased him the entire
tourney, finished one-two again in
Nashville.
Caldwell's foursome, plus two
celebrities, won the overall cornpetition with a 25-under-par score.
Saturday the foursome of
Caldwell, Bob Frensley, Fred
Cobb and Ed Nolan, teamed with
Ed Nelson of "Payton Place"
fame and shot II-under.
Sunday, the same amateur
group played with Nashville
Police Chief Joe Casey and shot
14-under.

Programs M Maim ads; Dr. OamitmUm W. Orr*
1prei
dent; and Dr. Mel ICeeh. dean of Om Wk,61 HenDowskopmaid
and Learning at Murray Stale.
Staff photo by Jeanie Gordon

Jerry Caldwell
under while teamed with country
music star Pee Wee King.
Lamb's group finished second
overalL
Over 40 celebrities participated
In the second annual tournament
with the proceeds going to aid the
Arthritis Foundation.

the state heed a manufacturers
recommendation that all Tylenol
capsules be removed from store
shelves.
The Food and Drug Administration and McNeil Consumer Produds Co., the manufacturer,
recommend that all Tylenol capsules, both Regular and Extra
Strength, be withdrawn from sale,
said Barbara Hadley, communications director for the
Human Resources Cabinet.
She said McNeil was notifying
its retailers of the recommendation, and state health officials
were checking stores to see that
the order was heeded.
The FDA and McNeil recommendations followed the announcement Tuesday that
strychnine-contaminated Tylenol
capsules had been sold in California.
Those were in addition to capsules contaminated with cyanide
compound found earlier in
Chicago.
Federal and state authorities
have conducted tests on three
samples of capsules found in Kentucky. They were not contaminated with cyanide.
Kentucky State Police reported
they are sending all samples from
recalled lot numbers to Atlanta
for testing, unless an emergency
is deemed to exist that would require more immediate action.
State Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams said
Tuesday that samples of recalled
Lots found in Pikeville and
Owensboro were analyzed by FDA
laboratories in Atlanta and were
found to contain no poison.

Lonnie Henson, a forensic
specialist for the Kentucky State
Police, said the state crime
laboratory checked a sample of
capsules from Madisonville and
did not find cyanide.
Haiso'n said that unless samples
must be checked quickly they will
be sent to the FDA at Atlanta.
Seven people have died within
the past week in the Chicago area
from cyanide in the ExtraStrength Tylenol they used.
Adams said 115 recalled bottles
of the over-the-counter drug have
been located in 11 Kentucky cities
— Ashland, Bowling Green.
Georgetown. Harlan, Louisville,
Mayfield, Neon, Owensboro,
Paducah, Pikeville and
Salyersville.
Strychnine in Extra-Strength
Tylenol capsules purchased in an
(Continued On Page 2

Schools dismissed
Friday; Calloway
also out Monday
Schools in both the Murray Independent and Calloway County
school districts will be dismissed
Friday because of the First
District Education Association
meeting
Murray schools will resume on
Monday while the county schools
will be off that day for parentteacher conferences.
All parents are urged to call
their appropriate schools the
schedule appointments between 2
p.m. and 6 with teachers.

v

possible showers
Clouds increasing this afternoon. A few isolated showers
possible late this afternoon
Warm and more humid with
highs in the mid Ns. South
winds 5 to 15mph. Tonight 10
percent thence for thundershowers. Lows in the mid 80s
South winds around lOmph.
Thursday cloudy with a 80 percent chance for morning
showers. Highs 75 to 60
degrees. Winds turning northwest lOmph.
Friday through Sunday
Chance of showers in east Friday, pertly cloudy Saturday
and chance of showers again
Sunday. Highs in the 70e and
Lows in the middle to upper 40s
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Brown audit shows everything in order
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — An
audit of his cash withdrawals
from a Miami bank shows that
"everything is in order," Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. said.
Brown ordered the audit by his
accountants, Coopers Si Lybrand
CPA's, in the wake of a reported
federal grand jury investigation
Into his withdrawal of more than

$1 million in cash over a two-year
period from the All American National Bank in Miami.
Brown, who was campaigning
Tuesday in Topeka, Kan., was
asked about the audit.
"It's all finished," Brown said.
"The results are what I expected
them to be. Everything is in order.
All it was, was somebody forgot to

put a Social Security number on
some paper's."
Brown added that he didn't
know whether he would forward
Information from the audit to
federal officials, but he said he
planned to discuss the accountants' report today.
The governor was scheduled to
wrap up the campaign swing,

NFL restraining order refused
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal judge today refused to
Issue a temporary restraining
order that would have cleared the
way for the National Football
League Players Association to
stage a series of union-sponsored
all-star games not sanctioned by
the league.
However, U.S. District Judge
John Garrett Penn said the league
could not go to any other court except U.S. District Court here with

lawsuits to bar players from participting in the proposed 20-game
series of all-star games.
The first two of those, scheduled
for next Sunday in Washington's
RFK Stadium and next Monday
night in Philadelphia, were
postponed by the union Tuesday
because of the wave of litigation
filed by NFL teams seeking to prevent their players from participating. The union rescheduled
the first game to Oct.'17, also at

RIK Stadium, and pushed the second one back a week to Oct. 18 an
an undisclosed site.
Union attorneys had argued that
those portions of the players' individually negotiated contracts
that prohibited a player from
playing for any team other than
his member NFL club were no
longer valid as a result of the expirStion of the league's collective
bargaining agreement with the
union last July 15.

which took him through Texas and
Kansas on behalf of Democratic
gubernatorial candidates, in time
to return to Kentucky for his
weekly press conference today.
The probe reportedly began
after federal officials learned that
the withdrawls were not reported
to the government as required.
Federal regulations require the
reporting of cash deposits or
wilhdrawls involving $10,000 or
more, with some exceptions.

Wreck ...
(Continued From Page 1)
charges of second degree
manslaughter. The KSP report
the day of the accident cited Bolen
for D.U.I., driving on a revoked
operator's license, and seconddegree manslaughter.
The court-awarded damages
were handed down by Circuit
Court jury in the court of James
Lassiter, Circuit Judge of the 42nd
Judicial District.

'Copycat'linked to poisoning in California
"There s a possibility it might
By JOHN DOWLING
not have been" purchased on or
Associated Press Writer
A "copycat" inspired by the about Sept. 15, Lee said.
Lee said the poisoning, revealed
cyanide-tainted drugs that killed
seven people in Chit-ago may have Tuesday, was believed to be a
been responsible for strychnine- "local crime," and Illinois Atlaced Extra-Strength Tylenol torney General Tyrone Fahner
found in a California drugstore, said there was "no reason to
police said. Authorities in Illinois suspect any connection" between
the California incident and last
WA they saw no link.
The incident in Oroville, Calif., week's deaths in Chicago and four
prompted Tylenol's manufacturer suburbs.
At a briefing, Fahner also said
to issue an urgent appeal for
stores across the nation to Investigators are now inclined to
withdraw all Tylenol capsule pro- believe that only one person was
ducts from sale. Many retailers involved in the Chicago poisonings
already had, and Chicago and at and said a list of suspects had
least three states, Colorado, been narrowed to "eight or nine,"
Massachusetts and North Dakota, all local residents. He declined to
have banned sale of the products. elaborate, but said none was in
The Massachusetts ban, announc- California at a time connected to
the strychnine poisoning.
ed today, is for 15 days.
A federal law enforcement ofThree Tylenol bottles containing
the poison were found in Oroville, ficial who declined to be identified
said investigators had not disone on the shelves of a drugstore.
"It's highly suspected at this counted a link in the two cases,
point in time that it was a copycat and Fahner said "caution
crime," said police Sgt. Jack Lee precludes me from saying there is
in Oroville, where a butcher, 27- no connection."
California Health Director
year-old Greg Blagg, was treated
Beverlee Myers called the
for strychnine poisoning.
Blagg, questioned by FBI discovery of the tainted bottles
agents for two hours Tuesday, told "cause for concern, not for
reporters he had bought the pane-'.-She,, told reporters in
strychnine-tainted Tylenol two Sacramento that her department
weeks befiltt taking'the'capsule — was sending infrestigators to
long before the Chicago-area Oroville, about 100 miles north of
deaths. But Lee, besides calling San Francisco, to collect all the
the incident a possible copycat Tylenol they could find within 25
crime, also said Blagg's account miles.
Blagg, questioned by FBI
of the purchase date "has not been
agents for two hours Tuesday, told
confirmed."
reporters he had bought the
strychnine-tainted Tylenol two
weeks before taking the capsule —
long before the Chicago-area
(Continued From Page 1) deaths. But
Lee, besides calling
Oroville, Calif., drugstore caused the incident a possible copycat
a 25-year-old man to become ill crime, also said Blagg's account
last week, authorities revealed of the purchase date "has not been
Tuesday. The man has since confirmed."
recovered.
Fahner, who heads a task force

Pills ...

of more than 100 Investigators
from federal, county and state
agencies, said officials are checking whether someone who wanted
Johnson & Johnson stock prices to
fall was involved.The stock price
has dropped from 47% to 39 since
Sept. 22.
Fahner also said not all of the
primary suspects have been interviewed and "it looks less and less
that it's more than one" person involved.
"We're better off than we were
yesterday," he said of the progress of the investigation. "I think
we're on the right track."
In Memphis, Tenn., medical in-

vestigators were asked to examine Tylenol capsules found in
the cab of a 46-year-old truck
driver who died Tuesday after a
grain delivery. But District Attorney General Jim Horner said
the driver appeared to have died
of natural causes, and said a planned autopsy and tests were only
precautionary.
Although the Oroville doctor
who treated Blagg reported the incident Friday to Johnson &
Johnsen, parent company of
Tylenol's manufacturer, the information was not relayed to the
FDA until late Monday, said company spokesman Lawrence G.
Foster.

Emergency room mistake
blamed in eye drop mixup
RIALTO, Calif. (AP) —
Laboratory tests have shown that
an emergency room doctor was
mistaken in saying a woman's
eyes were burned by acidcontaminated eye drops, officials
say.
The tests Tuesday contradicted
initial reports from San Bernardiziti County Medical Center',
where cgigiSam, 28, went Monday for—Treatment of a burning
sensation in her eyes after using
Visine A.C. eye drops, officials at
the county crime lab said.
Dr. Douglas Gruzd had told
reporters Tuesday that the solution was excessively acid.
His report, following the deaths
of seven people in the Chicago
area from cyanide-poisoned
Extra-Strength Tylenol, report
prompted fears the eye drops may
have been tampered with.
Anthony Longhetti, director of
the San Bernardino County
sheriff's crime lab, said the Visine
A.C. which Ms. Sam used had an

acidity level "which is well within
the normal range."
Gruzd had said a "rough test"
by hospital technicians revealed a
"dangerous acid solution ... much
more acid than we would expect"
in the drops taken by Ms.Sam.
The statement was "incorrect,"
Longhetti said..
"Somettipes people can be seneitive to sireservatives, either the
preservatives or the buffers that
are put in eyedrops," said Dr.
Francis Comunale, director of the
medical center.
There have been two series of
Incidents in the past 10 months involving eye and nose drops and
nose sprays in Southern California. In August, three residents of
Southern California were injured
by eyefirops contaminated with
sulfuric acid.

MHS baseball team
sealing driveways
to raise trip funds

You are invited to spend an evening with
Ray Harm, wildlife artist, Thursday, October 7:

.4

Members of the Murray High
School baseball team are working
on a project of sealing paved
driveways in the area.
This is another in a series of
money-making projects to raise
funds for a spring training trip to
Florida.
A spokesman for the group
stated they have already finished
a large number of driveways but
while the weather is nice, they
need more.
For more information about the
service or a free estimate, call
753-8974 or 753-8836. Parent
helpers are Coach Cary Miller,
Bobby Malone and Kent Wright.

TICKET SALES END SAIITRDAY — The whole family will be
happy with this theatre season, according to Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre Director Paul Wilson. This happy family,
however, is merely left over from the Playhouse in the Park's summer season production of "Bye,Bye Birdie." It consists of "parents"
James I. and Nancy Schempp,"daughter" Kellie Overbey and "son"
William Gordon. Like them, hundreds of other local residents were
Involved as actors, actresses, singers, carpenters, designers,
seamstresses and painters during the last season and west Kentucky
can expect the same in 1982-83, Wilson said. Season ticket sales Will
end Saturday with the final production of the Much-acclaimed "Robber Bridegroom," an American musical comedy, Seven different
plays are offered with the season ticket, which is still available for
$18 for adults and $10 for children, students and senior citizens. Further season ticket information or reservations for "Robber
Bridegroom" can be made by calling 759-1752.
Photo by Hal Rice

Kroger files milk suit
The Kroger Co., owner of 79 food
stores throughout Kentucky, filed
suit yesterday in an attempt to
strike down a 21-year-old milk law
which makes it illegal for a retail
merchant to sell milk below cost.
Filed in Franklin Circuit Court,
Kroger attacked the law claiming
that Kentuckians are forced to
pay higer prices for milk than
residents of other states.
Kroger's attempt at revoking
the law marks the second time it
has come under fire from concerned individuals in recent months.
In a similar case filed earlier this
year, three Louisville residents
are challenging the constitutionality of the law.
According to statistics recorded
by a Murray State University
study, the milk law increases the
price by some 18 cents per gallon
throughout the Commonwealth.
Kroger has on several occasions
been involved with officials over
the milk law, reducing prices and

4tII

1982 Country
Ham Festival
Ray Harm
"Bluebird"-Fund Raiser

Dinner at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University
Center ($15 per person). Lecture by Ray Harm at
7:30 p.m. Open Reception in "the Rocking Chair
Room" at 8:30 p.m.
Any prints of the artist's Bluebird purchased at
.
the dinner or the reception will be framed 25%
off regular price at

THE BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY, 418 Main St.

Thurs. Oct. 7 — Sun. Oct. 10.1
Cadiz — Trigg County

engaging in milk price wars.
In July, the Kentucky Supreme
Court ruled that a liquor-price law
violated anti-trust laws. Kroger
stated that the milk law is in violation of both the Kentucky and the
United States constitutions as well
as the Sherman anti-trust law.
Kroger filed the suit after being
found to be selling ice cream at
some northern Kentucky stores at
$1.99 per gallon — below cost.
The company was fined $500 per
day throughout the duration of the
low pricing. The suit further
stated that a majority of the fine
— $400 per day — would be
suspended on the condition that
the company comply with the current milk law for a one year
period.
Kroger representatives noted in
a recent press release that the
store is acting on behalf of the consumer by seeking competitive
prices similar to those found in
neighboring states.

Top Quality Picture Gallery
5th and Olive Streets
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Entire Stock
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
TS

Thurs. Miss Trigg County Beauty Pageant 4(
Fri. Youth Day and Parade.
Sot. "Hi neighbor" breakfast at Cadiz*
Restaurant, Ham Show & Judging and skydiy-*
ing from Ft. Campbell.
Sun. Gospel Singing, Barbecue luncheon at:
High School

1979 Cadillac Coupe de Ville
Wire wheel covers, white, red leather interior, tilt, cruise, power seats, power windows, door locks, AM-FM cassette, power
steering, power brakes, atr rear defogger.

SO,XXX miles
Booths, displays and contests every day

For More Information
Call 522-3269

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Q

SOPICI
411110.1.1rfPORTS

Gm

GENCIAL MOTORS PUNTS 0171110M1

411Reenemilinifemai

753-2617
641 S. Murray
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Movie inspires
laser treatment
A device that would radically change the treatment of hardening of the arteries and blood clots is
being developed by University at California at
Davis, heart specialist Dr. Garrett Les who, after
watching the laser weapons used in the mOvie "Star
Wars," began researching the laser's potential in
unplugging blocked arteries.
Lae and a team of researchers have worked five
years on laser use in disintegrating cholesterol and
the fibrous tissue that blocks blood flow through
arteries and causes heart attacks and strokes. The
result is a medical "weapon" called a
"laserscope."
The device consists of a flashlight-size control attached to a long tube. The tube, which is threaded
through an artery to the area of blockage, has three
ports in the end — one for opticgl fibers that
transfer the image to a screen so doctors can view
the blockage; another for the laser, which when
fired vaporizes the blockage, and a third for
flushing away or sucking up debris from the laser's
action.
The technique is still in the experimental stage,
but if progress continues as expected, those who
suffer from hardening of the arteries may soon find
a cheaper and less risky alernative to coronary
bypass surgery — which more than 100,000
Americans undergo annually at a cost of $2 billion.
Lee may credit Obi-Wan Kenobi, but we congradulate Lee himself and his staff at UC Davis
Medical School.

by joke cumiN

business mirror

'Early arrival' lacks polish, wisdom,experience
NEW YORK (AP) — William U.
Agee, 44, holder of a master's in
business from Harvard, chief of a
multibillion dollar corporation,
wealthy while young enough to enjoy
It, admired by many, nevertheless
has a severe handicap.
Agee, the chairman of Bendix
Corp., who began one of the biggest
corporate brawls of all time when he
sought to acquire the MartinMarietta Corp. and found his own
company acquired by Allied Corp., is
an early arrival.
Early arrivals, says Prof. Eugene
E. Jennings, are executives who rise
to positions of responsibility in advance of their age group, often with
gaps in their experience and lacking
the polish and wisdom that comes
with years.
They often blunder, says Jennings,

"and they seldom learn from their
mistakes." Eventually, he says, they
go into smeller compaides or art up
their own businesses where they can
live and produce with their egos intact
"Ms no act of genius on my part to
place my bets on a person like
Wyman at CBS(Thomas H. Wyman,
CBS chairman, who earned considerable operating experience with
Nestles, Polaroid, Green Giant and
Pillsbury) and to withhold my bets
from Agee of Bendix," he said. Agee,
he predicts, will leave Bench'.
In three decades of research, Jennings has found the turnover rate
among early arrivals in the position
of corporate president, that is, age 44
years or under, is nearly three times
that of those who arrive at age 50

rirr
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Jenniesp. premium of bughesea at
Michigan State Uaiverglity and
author of mow beaks ea
liens sad
aad their maisagemeat•
ebstr•es that early-arrival
preallisals alweys demonstrate •
vast intellectual superiority which
becomes the basis for their promo
lions to the highset leve
In tern, he said, ads rapid mobillty
"creates an expectation is early ar
rivals thud they will he as good as
their trainee records, which is a fancy way of saying they get very big
egos"
A big ego, says Jennings, who is
also trained as a psychologist,
"makes it very difficult for the early
arrival to deal with authority relationships, and creates an arroaance
that alienates him trOfT1 those who
could or would help "

looking back

Crime in America
attracts attention
The Justice Department's latest report on the
prevalence of crime in American society helps explain why judges and the courts are getting more
attention in the current election campaign than
some of the more familiar political topics, thirty
percent of the nation's households — nearly one out
of three — were touched by crime in 1981. Ten percent were involved in "high concern" crimes such
as burglary, rape, robbery and assault. American
families are more likely to be victimized by
criminals than to suffer loses in a residential fire or
see a family member hurt in an auto accident.
We need look no further for an explanation of why
an initiative called the "Crime Victims' Bill of
Rights" found an ,easy ,path to adoption in the
California election last June, or why President
Reagan has sent bills to Congress embodying some
of the same ideas in that initiative.
We need look no further for an explanation of why
Chief Justice Rose Bird and three other members of
the state Supreme Court are under political attack
for their records in deciding issues pertinent to the
prosecution of criminals. The courts are being
"politicized" for the simple reason that people are
alarmed at the way the criminal justice system is
letting them down. The familiar relationship of
crime and punishment appears to be lost in a shuffle of technicalities, plea bargaining, easy probation and parole, and convictions over-turned on appeal.
A 27-year-old woman who was the victim of a
gang rape and shooting four years ago recently told
of her bitterness about the way the "system"
treated the five men who brutalized her. Two of the
rapists are being released after less than three
years in prison. The other three may be out by 1985,
while she spends the rest of her life in a wheelchair.
She is angry. She has a right to be angry. And so do
the rest of us.

years or older.
One of the mng ingredients in
their experience Is operational
management,said Jennings, who, as
confidential adviser to corporation
chairmen and presidents has a rare
perch from which to observe the
baldness scene
"At least SO percent of those early
arrivals who are fired at the top, or
who Move under less than anspkiose
circumstances, have come up
through staff positions and never had
to cut teeth on operational management," he said
Such people are suddenly given
operating management authority, he
said,"but they have not been asseoned in the emotional caldron of sticky
authority relationships above and
below them, and so are emotionally
immature."

..4;e
capitol ideas

Tea years ego
The Murray State University
Choir, directed by Prof. Robert K
Baer, will tour Europe for 24 weeks
next spring.
Maurice Humphrey was named
FJeranian of the Year at annual
awards and ladies night of Murray
Kiwanis Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. Dr. Morgan Sisk is club
president.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Picket,Sept. 21,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry G. Hurt,
Sept. V,a girl to Mr and Mrs. Jimmy Higgins, Oct. 1, and a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Phillip Holt,Sept. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Gooch will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 7.
Paula Lyons of Murray High
School and Janey Kelso of Calloway
County High School are among
delegates to Kentucky Food Power
Conference, Louisville.
Twenty years ego
, Dr. Ralph Woods of Man-ny State
College said a loan of 9915,000 from
Community Facilities Administration has been approved for construction of four student-faculty buildings
consisting of 12 apartments each.
Tremon McCuiston, 44, was killed
yesterday in an industrial accident at
Murray Manufacturing Co. He was a
against the party controlling the tunable mill operator.
White House can be expected, in the
Births reported include • boy to
traditional pattern, to reduce the Mr. and Mrs. Joe McKinney.
ranks of a Republican minority to
Mrs. C.C. Lowry and Mrs. Charles
some degree."
Clark are directing the annual drive
for Murray Qvic Music Aasoctation.
Members of the cast of the play,
Senate Finance Committee Chair"The Old Man," presented last night
said
he
man Bob Dole, R-Kans.,
by Junior Class of Calloway County
wanted to set the record straight on High
School with Sue Spann as coach
the flat-rate tax bill his committee
were Marybeth Bazzell, Max Parks,
was considering.
Darlene Miller, Rhonda Ahsrt, Max
"There is a lot of confusion ac- Workman,Shirley Futrell, Judy Simcompanying this flat-rate tax. Some mons, Dan McDaniel, Don Doran,
people might think there's a Senator Patty Key, Janice Perry, Charles
Flat and a Congressman Rate."
Duncan, Keith Hays, Jere Brandon,
After all, Dole pointed out, only last Betty Jones and Billy Parker.
year Congress had a bill named after
Thirty years ago
Rep. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y., and Sen.
Tom Lonardo, orchestra leader,
William Roth, R-Del.
television performer and enter"We had the Kemp-Roth tax bill tainer, will be guest star
onight's
and now we have the flat-rate tax show, "Lion-A-Mite" by Murray
bW. I guess we'll have to clear that Lions Club at Murray High School
up," Dole cracked.
auditorium.
Prof. Harry Sparks spoke about
"Responsibility of Parents Toward
Education of Their Children" at
meeting of Murray High School Unit
of Parent-Teacher Association.
Births reported include a boy to
nouncements were timely and effecMr.
and Mrs. Glindel Reaves on Oct
tive.
The mentally retarded and the I, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Knights of Columbus, again, thank Becker, Sept. 24, a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Ernie Thompson,Sept. X,and a
you for the wonderful support.
Victor A. Fromm boy to Mr. and Mrs Charles Carson,
Grand Knight Sept. X

House and Senate membersshow differences
WASHINGTON (AP) — The differences between the House and
Senate are never more noticeable
than at election time, suggests Rep.
Barber B. Conable, R-N.Y.
And why? Well, for one thing,
House members get less rattled over
having to run for re-election than
their Senate counterparts.
House members "never really get
out of practice at campaigning," said
Conable,a nine-term veteran.
Represenatives run for two-year
terms. All 43.5 seats are thus up for
grabs every even-numbered year.
By contrast, senators get six year
terms. These are staggered so that
only roughly a third of the seats are
up each congressional election year.
"One-third of the Senate is ... frantic. The other two-thirds, coasting or
campaigning for others, is a pool of
tranquility," Conable wrote in a
newsletter to constituents.

Senators also have higher name
recognition among voters. After all,
the Senate has something of a reputation as a breeding grounds for wouldbe presidential candidates — and a
retirement home for those who tried
and failed.
But being well-known can be a
burden, according to Conable. When
voters are angry, "Senators are
more likely to become targets of
negative voting than the moreanonymous House members."
Of the 33 senators up for re-election
this year, 20 are Democrats.
And what does this all mean to the
outcome of the November elections?
Here's Conable's predictions:
"The Republicans, who go into the
election with a four-vote edge in the
Senate, should be able to continue to
control the Senate."
"In the House, negative voting
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To The Editor,
The spirit and generous support of
the people in Murray and Calloway
County were outalanding Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2. They gave
over $2,500 to the mentally retarded
citizens. This generosity was $1,000
more than they contributed in 1981.
ully, these funds will be greatly
increased by the business community. A final accounting of our fund
raising drive will be reported in early
November when all business donations are received.
In addition to our gratitude to the
public, we thank the staff and board
members of the Murray-Calloway
Mental Retardation Center who joined us in soliciting funds. The Teens
that Care group of Murray and
Calloway County High Schools and
the Catholic Youth Organization
worked the front lines. Some
members of the Lions Club donned
yellow aprons and helped us. To
other individuals and the few
business firms that answered our call
we are grateful.
Our success was a direct result of
the good press and radio news
releases, the message on the Bank of
Murray electric sign, spot annowicernents and news releases by
WNBS and WSJP, and the neon sign
at St. Leo's donated by the Greer
Neon Co. of Mayfie:d. Also, the merchants that allowed us to place

posters in their establishments
helped our cause. The talk show,8:30
- 9 AM,Friday,Oct. 1, gave us the opportunity to discuss our program for
the mentally retarded. The feature
story on Oct. 1 in the Murray, Ledger
& Times plus Community Events an-

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or problem not found
In this columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply but you must include a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am recently
widowed. I think that I have
everything taken care of an in order,
but wanted to see if you know of
anything that I may have overlooked
that most people don't think of either.
R.T.
ANSWER: We have a few suggestions:
A. Did you know that many fraternal oganizations, auto clubs, travel
clubs, etc., offered life insurance to
their members as part of the
membership fee? Be sure to check on
all such organizations to which your
husband belonged.

B. Be sure to check with your husband's employer to see if you are entitled to any back pay, unused vacation pay, a savings or insurance program. If your health insurance is
through your husband's employer,
find out if you can keep the insurance
and whether you must now make
premium payments on it.
C. Check with your insurance agent
to see if you are due any refunds on
your auto insurance, since there is
now going to be only one driver.
D. If you have hired an attorney
and accountant to take care of probate and tie up the loose ends and you
are worrying about anything, ask
questions. What's the use of hiring a
professional if you have no peace of
mind. Since you are paying for their
services, you are entitled to know
everything that is going on.
E. When that insurance money
comes through, before you decide
what to do with it, how about putting
in into a high-yield savings account,
or in * six-month note. It is bird to

realize that this money, which may
seem a large fortune to you,is all you
have to live on for the rest of your
life. Considering that most people
cannot live on less than 964,000 per
year, that $25,000 insurance payment
is not going to last !mtg. Take time to
plan for its use and look at the longrange picture
F. Make what money you do
receive from the estate count for
something. You do not need it in
checking or savings accounts to be
readily available. Let it earn more
money. You should keep about six
nxwitha of living expenses in a checking or savings account and use the
other money to earn interest. A
banker or accountant can bast advise
you.
G. Do not let anyone, even family,
push or nob you. You are making
plans,laying the groundwork,of your
financial security for the rest of your
life. You must do this to the beet of
your ability. Take your time and seek
advice from reputable, profeedenal
financial counseiars.
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Lynn Grove High School Class of 7957meets for reunion events harladivideal
The 1957 class of Lynn eman) Darnell, Mr. and
Grove High School had its Mrs. Billy Dan Orr, Mr.
25th class reunion at the and Mrs. Laity Lassiter.
Holiday Inn on Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Sept. 4.
Rogers,and Ed Morton.
A social hour was Guests present included Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Crouch, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Kerlick, C.W.
Jones, Mrs. Betty
Lawrence and Harold
Thurman.
Class President Steve
Paschall was master of
ceremonies. A test was
given about events of the
high school days.
Parks) Paschall, Mrs. Prizes were awarded
Ina Lawrence Zogaric, by Class Secretary CherMrs. Martha West re Paschall to the followHouaden, Mr. and Mrs. ing:
Gerald (Linda Taylor) Ina Zogaris of Cocoa
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Er- Beach,Fla., who traveled
rol (Sylvia Taylor) the fartherest, and for
Sanert, Mrs. Joe Pat most grandchildren;
(Joetta Cook) Johnson, Marilyn Fain Herndon
Mr. and Mrs. Max who had changed the
(Shirley Butterworth) least;
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lassiter who had
Jimmy (Marilyn Fain) changed the most;
Herndon, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rogers who had
Prentice. (Lula Ann Col- lost Most hair;
before dinner with punch,
hors d'oeuvres and mints
served. A cake decorated
In the school colors of red
and white with a wildcat,
the school mascot, on it
was served.
Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles (Nancy
Morton) Rhoades, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve (Cherrie

MEMBERS OF 1997 class of Lynn Grove MO WW1 attending recent rendes
Man left), seated,
Nancy Ruth Morton Rhoades, Charlie Gayle ParksPuebla Ina Lois Lawrence Zogaric, Martha Pearl West
Housden, middle row, Linda Nell Taylor Cooper, Sylvia Dell Taylor Sanert, Joetta Cook Johnson, Shirley
Grey Butterworth Morris, Marilyn Sue Fain Herndon, Lula Ann Coleman Darnell, back row, Billy Dan Orr,
Larry Keith Lassiter, Jimmy Darrell Rogers,Steve Rase Paschall and Harold Edward Morton.

Newborns admissions listed at local hospital
Fulton.
Crouch, 104 South 12th
St.; Robert J. Thornton,
Rt. 6, Mayfield; Thomas
E. Lovett, Rt. 1; Eugene
E. Guthrie, Milburn; Sandra J. Armstrong, Rt. 3,
Mayfield.
Cathy D. Blackburn,
821 Curtis St., Paris,
Tenn.; Jean Ann Lawson,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Bonnie
F. Clem, Rt. 8, Benton;
Henrietta Holcomb, 1007
Manley, Paris, Tenn.;
Annie E. Chester, Rt. 9,
Benton; Nell Eakes, Rt.
3, Hickman.
Bernice L. Morgan,
1511 Kirkwood; Ethel M.
Keel, Rt. 4; Beatrice K.
Smith, 1001 Vine St.;
Eloise M. Sykes, 1606
Locust Dr.; Vina N.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 2, was 119 adults and
nine in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Glynis McCallum
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mary A. Willis, Rt. 3,
Mayfield; Sherri Ann
Latimer and baby boy,
1503 Kirkwood Dr.;
Shirley F. Mohler and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Almo;
Jimmie C. Browning and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Benton;
Cindy R. Dyer and baby
girl, 1621 Magnolia.
Mary V. Marello, 707
Poplar St.; Brown E.

Mrs. Zogaris, Lula
Darnell, Joetta Johnson,
Nancy Rhoades, Martha
Housden, Shirley Morris
and Sylvia Sanert for
most children with three
each;
Mr. and Mrs. Max Morris for couple married the
mod years;
Larry Lassiter for door

prize.
Picture taking was
another event of the evening. This included pictures with a 1957 black

Horoscope

Fraaces Drain
FOR THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 7,19112
Whstridosd day will MOWTIPW be? T.finil sit what the
stars say, read the femme
given far year bkth sips.

and white Chevrolet in
AR=
front of the restaurant.
Class Members Johnny (Mar.21 to Apr.19)
Crouch and Jerry Camp It will take awhile before a
joined the social held partner sees your viewpoint,
following the dinner at but you will overcame his
the home of Mr. and Mrs. reluctance. Watch arguments
before noon.
Jimmy Herndon.
Class members not pre- TAURUS
sent were Romona (Apr. 2)to May 20)
offer comes, but
Galloway Eaker, Ann Orr A new job get the wages
make sure you
Bennett, Kay Trees you're entitled to. A close tie's
Croft, Katy Harris Casey extravagant ways could upset
and Tommy McNeely of you..
San Antonio, Texas, who GEMINI
telephone and talked to (May 21 toJune 2)) 11:16
9
1
several class members.
A loved one's game-playing

TAA

could lead to an argument
between you. Yet, you'll kiss
and make up and go out
somewhere special.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 00
An argumentative coworker could disturb your
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. peace of =find, but homeDEAR READER — Like needed to form hemoglobin based activities bring joy
most symptoms there are in the red blood cells so your later. Catch up on rest.
many different medical blood can carry oxygen and LEO
problems that can cause carbon dioxide. Iron is also(July ta Aug,22)
them. Your fingernail prob- used to form myoglobin in Despite the manipulative
lem is a good examplexSuch your muscles, essential to ways of a friend, you'll have
problems can be caused the use of oxygen in muscle ,„,„„i times
cur.
catch-up
-"
on .ftmr
—
—
from a lack of iron but they tissue to liberate energy.
Your entire energy syscan also occur from lack of
moisture, not enough calci- tern for the whole body remPurluence•

HEALTH

Shaw, Hardin; Virginia I. Stephens, Rt. 1,
James Rex Cooper, Rt.
Dixon,213 Woodlawn.
2; Karen B. Kelso, at. 3;
Census at Murray- Joseph E. Gibbs, 911
Calloway County North 16th St.; John D.
Hospital for Sunday, Oct. Keel, 315 Woodlawn;
3, was 125 adults and Haywood N. Beasley, Rt. DEAR DR. LAMB — I
eight in nursery.
1, Springville, Tenn.; went to see my doctor
A newborn admission Emma L. Beasley, Rt. 1, because I have had some
was Linda Higgins and Springville, Tenn.; Con- indigestion. I belch a lot and
am nauseated. My doctor
baby girl, Rt. 3.
nie B. Ford, Murray.
said I have an iron deficienDismissals were as
cy anemia and put me on
CREATOR BORN
follows:
iron pills.
Marie M. Houston, Rt. Sir Arthur Conan I always thought that a
3; Andrew Murrell, 408 Doyle, creator of fiction's lack of iron made you tired.
South Sixth St.; Sherry K. most famous detective', I am tired but are those
Duncan and baby boy, Rt. Sherlock Holmes, was other problems also from
3; Karen Sue Neamon born in 1857. The adven- not enough iron? My fingerand baby boy, 1003 tures of Holmes and his nails are brittle and have
ridges and he says that can
Hickory St., Benton; Dola companion, Dr. Watson, be caused from not enough
Ann Kuykendall and baby as they pursued the iron, too.
boy, Spruce St., Paris, dreaded Moriarty and I'm only 35 and try to eat
Tenn.; Barbara A. other Victorian criminals a well-balanced diet. Where
have been the basis for did I go wrong? How can a
more than 100 films. lack of Iron cause indigesDoyle died in 1930.
tion?

Problems due to lack of iron

412 g

um, not enough protein and depends upon iron, among VIRG°
N9%,
the use of harsh nail polish other things. It is part of(Aug.23toSept. 22)
matters
involve
Career
vital chemicals in your indiremover.
cells
used
to break power-play tactics during the
vidual
Iron deficiency can cause down food and release ener- morning hours, yet you'll also
indigestion. It can also cause gy within the cell. No won- meet with a genuine opporchanges in the tongue and der that various cell functunity for gain.
mouth, causing a glossy
fon
ficideenf ciewhen
wnc
h (sept.
LIBRA23 to oct. 22)
appearance.
11.E41
you havehaavre
e anine
ir
The anemia of iron defi- And you can have an iron Decisions made in haste
ciency is only one indication deficiency that affects body may later have to be revised,
of the deftc*ticy. The iron is function before an anemia especially regarding travel
rselo
ups
tee
. tak
Thaet aissewnihm
y doeto
dev
fat.
z experts.
ed)1. Get

Brunswick stew recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SUNDAY SUPPER
Brunswick Stew Cornbread Fruit Cobbler
Brunswick Stew
My easy city version of
an old-time Southern
country dish.

Buy any pair of Ladies
Esprit pants and
Get a Ladies Esprit
Sweater for Y2 Price
Prices Good throvgh the 10th

IKIVice
measurement in addition to scoRno
the usual anemia test.
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
I'm sending you The There may be some hidden

4-pound roasting simmer, covered, until Health Letter 4-4, Iron and
chicken, steamed or sim- beans are half-cooked — Anemia. Others can send 75 factors regarding a financial
mered .
about 10 minutes; add cents with a long, stamped, deal• Don't argue about
okra and simmer, self-addressed envelope for mnneY matters; instead, do
44 cup butter
it to me, in care of this news- further research.
1 large onion,cut in thin covered, until halfcooked paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio SAGMARIUS
4/0
0
— about 5 minutes
strips
WY (Nov.n to Dec.21) ^
Station,
New
York,
City
longer; add corn and simBe less demanding in dealto 2 cups clear, fat- mer, covered, until cook- 10019.
Lug with dose ties and stress
age
group
in
your
Women
free chicken broth
ed — about 5 minutes
1-pound can stewed longer. Stir in reserved require more iron. The men- et:Wealth:1h. Participate in
strual flow is the cause dur- group activities. Keep in touch
tomatoes
chicken, salt and pepper; ing the childbearing years. with friends.
10-ounce package reheat. Serve in wide Otherwise it is important to CAPRICORN
7:05,9:00
soup bowls. Makes 6 serv- look for possible reasons for (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) ld
frozen baby lima beans
g..ne
blood loss. Iron deficiency Others are slow to reveal
10-ounce package ings.
for other reasons is common their hands in business matfrozen whole baby okra
ALASKA SOLD
in older people, too.
ters. Despite some job stress,
10-ounce package The United States for- DEAR DR. LAMB — I
13COT
the way is clear for personal
BAIO
frozen whole-kernel corn many completed the pur- would like your discussion of advancement.
V.11.1.1B
M
A AMES
Salt and dried red- chase of Alaska in 1867. heart murmurs. I'm 83 years AQUARIUS
pepper flakes to taste
old and my doctor says I (Jan.20to Feb.18)
hicaDN PICTURES
of
the
have a slight murmur. hat you may meet with cornfirst
pictures
The
remove
Bone chicken;
causes it and what can one petition in romance, but you'll
skin if you like; cut in far side of the moon were do to care for it? Do I have.
4_ tu the occasion. The even.
spoon -size pieces; shown Oct. 18, 1959, from to improve my living
'
habits
reserve. In a large wide the Soviet satellite Lunik to eliminate it? Is it danger- hg accents pleasurable purrangetop-to-table utensil, III. They had been taken ous? Can one drive a car? gUlla•
tie
over moderate heat, melt Oct. 6 as the satellite DEAR READER — Think PISCES
butter; add onion and passed behind the moon, of the murmuring brook. A (Fah- 19 te Mar.2°) X
cook, stirring often, until but they were not murmur is a sound and in Matters of credit and finaneTHE Ramaseem complicated, but
L :.1clu"rsAl
golden. Add broth, transmitted until the reference to the heart and lug
trying and you'll came up
keep
sound
a
circulation
it
means
tomatoes and lima satellite began its return
central e.entor 753-3314
with a workable solution by
blood,
caused
by
the
moving
beans; bring to a boil; journey.
In an older person the day's end.
largearteries may become YOU BORN TODAY can
'rigid and the blood flowing commercialize your mental
through them may cause gifts, though at times your in7:05,9:00
sounds. Damage to the heart come fluctuates. you have an
valves may cause murmurs. analytical mentality and
Tway Avnionut,
So can an active heart in a would make a fine critic or
tiff Per
young person. The key is therapist concerned with the
AT RIDGESIONT.
Hickory Lane Stables Hayride
HIGH
what kind of murmur you well_hetag of others, you
.%,CTor g
have and what is causing it. naturally gravitate toward
Fridays t Solway'
The description of a such fields as law, religion,
"slight murmur" suggests psychology and teaching. you
that your doctor didn't dis- have executiveability and can
7,05,9:35
cuss it further with you succeed in banking, brokerage
The) re
a little behind in
,
their cloatitaork

4
1011,011
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"We're more than Jeans"

Olympic Plaza, Murray 753-6882
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it affect your life style.

The previous
owners weren't
so lucky... this
Is their story,

7S9-4646

12th Si Chestnut
759-4646

If he is not worried about it,6141callY inclined, you may be
you should not have to worrydrawn to acting, poetry,
about it either. Consider it as PhotograPhY, music and film.
normalfor you and don't let Ekrthdate of: Helen Madonea,

7:00.9:03
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The Panhandler extends its best wishes and
congratulations to Jane
Spahn, bride-elect of Eric
Bergson. Jane and Eric will
be married October 23.

The
Panhandler
SA•010.0 CO
.
*

leliapped 100§109

e•huinese, ltiinshneh V

novelist; R.D. Laing,
psychologist; and June
Allyson,actress.
Pain is usually a warning sign caused by a
potentially damaging
condition within or outside the body, according
to Upjohn Co. It is triggered most commonly by
heat, pressure, tissue
damage or chemicals, ineluding some chemicals
produced by the body
Itself. Whatever the
stimulus, the result is the
same: A message is sae
by the nervous system to
the brain. Only impulses
reaching the cerebrum,
the brain's highest level,
cause the perception of
wilt;we call pain.
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Anniver
sary
celebration on Sunday
,

•

Mr. and Mrs. Gordis
&nith, fprinariy at Mirray, Dm reng at 114
Highland Ave,. Vine
Grove, will be married 50
years ongict. S.
An open house in
celebration of the anniversary will be Sunday,
Oct.10,from 2to 5 p.m. at
their home.
All relatives and
friendsare invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith lived most of their married
life in Louisville where
Mr. Smith was employed
by Louisville Gas & Electric until he retired in
1973.
Four years ago they
moved to Vine Grove to
be near their family.
They have one son,
James W. Smith, Vine
Grove, two granddaughters, one grandson
and one great-grandson.
Mrs. Smith is the
former Beulah Vance,
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Eurie J. Vance.
Mr. Smith is a member of
the Masonic lodge, Scottish Rite and Shriners.

famous labels for less

Re g

240.00

168.00

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Smith
to celebrate 50th anniversary

Delta Kappa Gamma meets at Kenlake
The Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma had
a breakfast meeting
Saturday, Sept. 18, at
Kenlake Hotel.
This honorary
organization for women
educators includes
members from Calloway,
Graves, Marshall,

Hickman, Fulton, Trigg,
Dr. Alta Pre&son, retir- Caldwell, Charlene Curd,
Carlisle and McCracken ing president, presided at Clara Eagle, Sue
Counties.
the installation of of- Fairless, Joyce Fortin,
ficers.
Venda Gibson, Mildred
Preceding the
Dr. Evelyn Briedley, Hatcher, Rozella Henry,
breakfast a memorial new president, presided
Ann Herron, Opal
service was conducted at the business meeting. Howard,
Mary A. Humfor deceased Gamma Committee chairmen and phries, Laura Jennings,
charter member, Miss members were named for Alice
Koenecke, Jane
Roberta Whitnah.
the 1982-83 year.
Lane, Mary Lassiter,
Hostesses were Sue Frances Matarazzo,
Morris, Sue Roberts, Lorene McCage, Pauline
Thelma Thomas, Ann McCoy, Margarette McHerron, Pauline McCoy Cuiston,
and Jean Culp.
Louise Overby, Alta
Attending from
for the social committee, Calloway County were Presson, Mthssia Sledd,
Mary Smith, Ruble
for their work on the par- the following:
Smith, Lorene Swann,
ty.
Georgia Adams, Louise Swann, Helene
Visitors present were Evelyn Allbritten,
Betty Visher, Pauline WagCathy Wrye, Patsy Belote, Nellie
Ruth gener and Ann Wood.
C,arico, Aileen Green,
,Kriati.--1-Washilin, Pam
Curil,:.,Beth Adams and *.
*
*
Jan Roberson.
'
Other members present included Wanda
Miles, Brenda Jones,
Judy English, Laurie
comes with Bar-B-Q, French:
Rollins, Sue Smith, Mary
*Fries
Baked
Beans,
Slaw & Toasted Bun
*
Ann Barrow, Martha *
'
Ryan, Debbie Miller,
Debbie Pardue, Debbie
Ribs, Potato salad, Baked Beans &;
Villaflor and Debbie
*
stToasted
Bun
*
*
Woods.

Xi Alpha bita group
rush party conducted
"The 50s" was the
theme of the rush party of
the Sisters of the Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. The event was
:Thursday, Sept. 16, at
F4lis gorn7
y Center.
All the members came
dressed as girls of the 50's
and the visitors were in
modern dress, symbolizing the past and present
working together to form
a golden key of friendship, a chapter
spokesman said.
The center was
decorated to look like a
"Malt Shop From the
50's." A meal of typical
teenage food of hot dogs,
chips, moon pies, popcorn, peanuts and Cokes
was served.
Joyce Nunnally,
chapter president,
welcomed the visitors
and invited them to the
Model meeting to be
Thursday, Oct. 7, for
Rushees.
Mrs. Nunnally thanked
Krista Crass and Peggy
Shoemaker, chairpersons

*
*
*
*
*

+cycler choice with end. Drink
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;
for only $
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Just think a complete meal with On

••

Open 9:30-5
Mon.-Sat.
759-4801
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Bryan, Polly Flinders, Chandler, Thomas, Baby
Bros and many other selections.

x

All .14KT Gold

61.00

8.40

5.00

P
e

Plan Ahead-Layaway for Christmas

N

/9.e+7
• • •••••
,
7

Reg. 12.00

9.75

Reg. 8.50

20%.50% OFF‘
e
112 Price
?

Murray

- Rec. 14.00

41,;;'1,,
i .4

X

Dixieland Center

Reg. 87.00

E431 S. 12th Muray

Just Arrived-New Shipment of Terra Cotta Pots
,

Terrific savings on Aigner
coats, handbags and accessories! For lasting
beauty nothing equals
Aigner handbags and accessories, each piece is
skillfully crafted inside as
well as out, and made of
the finest quality leather in
the famous mahogany
tone. Aigner coats in taupe
or natural poplin. Jackets,
blazers in soft, mahogany,
leather. Shown just a sample from our Aigner collection.

WE WELCOME VISA & MASTERCNARGE

Thursday-Friday-Saturday October 7, 8,9
STOREWIDE SAVINGS

45.00

56.00

BIG SAVINGS
FOR SMALL FOLKS

A anniversiny •Sate
k
A

•coats•handbags•accessories

Reg. 80.00

NAN"NIN
-A.."KAtVNIM.V.1
AtVNI)
"
4
.,. ..$
4, .
4
4413A Mg00EAR DM
,

4.4
k

30% to 40% 911.--3 -

Reg.64.00

Chestnut St. Memy

/59-1016

IX

Entire Stock Aigner

for under $3"

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
753-0045

%OFF
25

1

100.00

*
1,

PATTY-CAKE

Starting 20tb September Come hi and register for
mew kirfor Tacoma cleaner.
Drew* wM be bold Oct. 5.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
We have a fell In of used and rebuilt reeves
clematis and repair a,/ make!

401
Maple
Court Sq.

Wed.throegh Sun.
**
Bar-B-41.Specials
**
:Bar-B-0 Plate:
it •
PLUS
**Rib
Plate:

Reg 145.00

Mon.-Sat. 10-5 753-0317 1,
N4

• •AVi

Reg. 40.00

Reg. 25.00

28.00

17.00
An.5-§0.

Re . 1 .00

3.25

Central Shopping Center •

earray

6.75

753.7,11.1.
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datebook
from Kentucky and bordering counties are eligible
to participate and ribbons will be awarded in all
classes and cash awards for but in show.
Separate classes will be provided for black/white
and color photographs with sub)ects to include
"Our Environment," "Human Interest," "Journalism," "Nature" and "Creative Forms." For information call 1-365-7400 between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Applications may be obtained by writing Princeton
Art Guild, Box 451, Princeton, Ky. 42445. Entries
will be received at the Gallery Tuesday, Oct. 12,
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Billie Jo Hording born
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harding, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Billie Jo, weighing
seven pounds nine ounces, born Sunday, Sept. 26, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Edith Gilbert.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Harding
of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Lena Milam of Henry,
Tenn.

Art guild plans event

Audubon member, will give a slide preserstation of
"Birds of Machias" found on Seal Island, located in
the Bay of Fundy off the coast of Nova Scotia
Visitors are welcome to attend, a society
spokesman said.

Grogan reunion Sunday
Members of the late Zettie Grogan family will
have a reunion on Sunday, Oct. 10, in the downstairs
portion of the Murray Woman's Club House, South
Seventh and Vine Streets. A potluck dinner for
family members will be served at 1:30 p.m. with an
open reception for the general public to follow at 3
p.m. For information call Charlotte Wilson, 7536597, after 5 p.m. or all day Saturday.

Audubon society to meet

Art Guild of Princeton will have its second annual
Photography Exhibit and Competition Oct. 18
through Nov. 5 at Guild House Gallery, 115 East
Main St., Princeton. All photographers, 16 and over,

Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m. at Broadway United
Methodist Church, Paducah. Lee Woolfenden,

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps
Hours:7AM-8PM

c
,Doz.29

Start Your Casual Elegance
China Collection Today

1 With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
idl
Drinks on

Aunt Jemima Complete

Blue Bonnet

Pancake

Mix

Margarine

Pure Vegtable Wesson
Save 10'

Oil

Yellow Quarters

49c

Bran

32oz.

$1 69
20 oz.

`Big Rolls
Lb. Box

Save 26'

Merit Paper

Pink
Salmon
69

Save 31'

tiov-0-Rich Light Save 38'

Milk
Kroft Strawberry saw 46,

Preserves

$

Detergent

Double

Waffers

Norsworthy reunion Sunday

79`
Joy Liquid

14abico Vanilla

Save 10'

Plates

,00,s8.9`

Pride of!!!.
Golden C.S. Only Save 25`

Corn

—303size

Bisquick

19

12 oz.

2/89`

1

Sore 20'
40 oz.

49

‘
Toll Can!

4i4ildiiikfti'
Pepsi„ w
Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew 0..

Ififilr\MNf

4\401114111
4
Sea/test Pure

Orange •( Hominy
Juice
Tablets
pe
Valley Gem

A070
oz.'71

139
8.60ti,. . ., ,

/

Save SO'

Reg. $2.99 Save SUM

Dristan

7lf
9
afit
a $
2
39\

$

24's

Reg. $3.03Save $1.15

Pt°

Bismol

Box.

7

Save 60'..........

99

111

$188

Carton
lus Deposit
, ABottles \
ior

N

\\\

• I,
U.S.D.A. Choice

Pet Ritz

Pie Shells

2in. pkg.67C

Round Steak

69
Lb

Pet Ritz Cream

Pie

79`

Chocolate, Coconut, Lemon

ea.

Frosty Acres

Cut Corn

$10
20 oz. bag

William's Pork

Sausage
$1 59

Lean Tender Minute

Field's Pro-Leaguer

Steak
$229

Wieners

Lb.

Lb.

12 oz. pkg.

99`

Frosty Seas
16 oz. $
149
Fish Sticks
PRODUCE
Yellow Delicous
3Lb. Bag 99c
Apples

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef $109
Family Pock 3Lb. or More
Field's

Fresh Green

19C
00
Lbs.$1
4
..
Potatoes
Sweet
Cabbage

Lb.

Tenn. Grown

Carrotts

Lb. Bag 4P 100

Lb.

Field's Smoked
Polish

Bologna
$1 49 Sausage
$1 99

Metzger Smoked Pork'

Chops
29

$2
$149
Slab Bacon ,
L I
I Lb. Pkg.

Lb.

No. 1 Sliced

Fresh Crisp

A reception for Wildlie Artist Ray Harm will be
Thursday, Oct. 7, at 8 p.m. on mid-level of the
University Center, Murray State University. It is
open to the public at no charge.
Prints by Harm including his latest, "Bluebird,"
will be on sale and Harm will be autograph each
print. Proceeds from the "Bluebird" sales will go to
the Murray State University Alumni Association.

Cub Pack Committee for Pack 57 of Carter
Elementary School will meet Thursday, Oct. 7, at 7
p.m. at First United Methodist Church. Plans for
the year will be made, according to Cub Master
R.E. Rabatin. A baby sitter will be available.

24 oz.

Tropicana Pure

v, Gal. 4;159

Bowling league planned
An interest has been shown to form a bowling
league for the various churches in the city and county similar to the recent softball league completed.
Any church interested is asked to contact Joetta
Harlow, activities director of First Baptist Church,
753-1854, or Bob McDaniel of First United Methodist
Church, 753-6297.

Pack meeting Thursday
99C(.

Keebler Zesto

Saltines

Orange
Juice

g

rt'\;

Kelloggs Raisin
Save 26'

A club for owners of the car, Gremlin, and
families will be organized Saturday, Oct. 9, at 3
p.m. at the new Murray-Calloway County Park. For
information contact Mildred McClain at 753-9675 or
Tom Perry at 436-2601.

Harm reception Thursday

$J 09

Save 34'

Gremlin club planned

A household shower for Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Waldrup and three children, Chad, Brad and Angie,
who lost their home and contents by fire will be Slutday, Oct. 10, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community
Room of the NortILBranch of the Peoples Bank. The
family presently is staying with an aunt, Mrs. Carl
Rowland.

Eggs

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

A shower for Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Watson who
lost their home and contents by fire will be Sabwday, Oct. 9, from 2 to 5 p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.

Waldrup shower Sunday

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'Large

SUPER MARKET

Watson shower Saturday

Lb.

A reunion of the Norsworthy family will be Sunday, Oct. 10, at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
A basket lunch will be served about 1 p.m. following
church services. All family members and friends
are invited.

Community events
Wednesday,Oct.6

Thursday,Oct. 7

"Mr. MSU Pageant,"
sponsored Alpha
Omicron Phi Sorority at
Murray State University
for benefit of Arthritis
Fund Drive, will be at 8
pm
at Lovett
Auditorium.

will be from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
Motherri5717 Out will
meet at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.

Meeting of MurrayCalloway County
Ministerial Association
has been changed to Oct.
13.
Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at church at 7 p.m.

Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. For information
call 759-1087 or 753-6089.
"Robber Bridegroom"
will be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m.
in Playhouse in the Park.
For information call 7591752.

Cub Scout Pack 57
Committee of Carter
Flint Baptist Church School will meet at 7 p.m.
mission groups are at First United Methodist
scheduled to meet at 7 Church. A baby sitter will
p.m. at church.
be available.
Men's Prayer
Open reception for Ray
Breakfast of First United Harm, wildlife artist, will
Methodist Church at 7 be at 8 p.m. at mid-level,
a.m.
University Center, Murray State University.
First portion of deer Prints of "Bluebird" will
and turkey bowhunting be on sale with part of
season opens in Land Bet- proceeds going to MSU
ween the Lakes.
Alumni Association.
Youth group of First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
Family style Youth
Club Dinner will be at
5:30 p.m. at Fellowship
Hall of First Christian
Church. Reservations
should be made by Tuesday.
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.

Activities for senior
citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Friday,Oct.8
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Square and round dancing will start at 7 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Skating Rink.

Thursday,Oct. 7
Murray civitan Club
Hazel and Douglas
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big Centers will be open from
Joe's Restaurant.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Craig Hargrove will be
will meet at noon at club featured from 8 p.m. to
house.
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Events in Land Betat lodge hall.
ween the Lakes will include LBL Natural
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Resources — Past to Preof Pieta Sigma Phi will sent from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
have a model meeting at and noon to 1:30 p.m.,and
7:30 p.m. at Ellis Com- Deer Population '82 at 8
munity Center.
p.m., all at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Community Theatre
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m. will present "Robber
at Annex of Calloway Bridegroom" at 8 p.m. at
Public kibrary.
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
Mothers Morning .Out 759-1752.
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Gillette At.
Shaving Cartridges

The Gillette World Series

Atra

$4
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
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Prices Good Throegh Oct. 10
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REFUND
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$06
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Gu efte Trac II
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Gillette Right
Guard Deodorant

Shaving Cartridges
Peck of 5

•

Ua

011.0.
I..RIGHT
GUARD

Sob$1 39

5 ex. seresel breeze we

•Nemodor

Gi lette
Foamy Shave
Cream

„AT

leg., Menthol, Lemon Lime,
Tropical Coconut 1 1 ez. con
Sole

Maalox
Liquid Antacid

49

I

12 ex. bottle

Pay Lail
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

Pay Less Brand
Multiple Vitamins MA*
Deily forsook with Iron
100 tablets

118

$
Sae

Playtex Disposable
Bottles

WITH IRON
we Tie .,)

llox of oz. bottles

..994

$
Sal.

Aspercreme
Cream Rub

Copseles appetite control
copeles, 12 br. forsook,
log. or coffins free, 40 coos.

Colgate*
Colgate":

Colgate
Toothpaste
$1 19 7 oz. Reg. or
6.4 oz. gel

Sale your choice

$299
Sale

cutod

I

*m..04Piet88
ars Can y Bar
Snickers, 3 Maskettsers,
Milky Way, Mors
Peckego of 10 bars

Beth Size

Sal.$1 97

Sale 2 for
494

Mura Hi Stepper
Reese s
Pieces
Candies

Pocket size AM/FM stereo
rode, designed for people
s• the Neve, built in
pecket/beit clip and
oar Oates.
Model NI-3

sok 794
Portable Radio

$2.49 rasps

00CeVr

J.V. Reed Dust Pa
with Hood
No. 1 01C Coppertesse

Set, el plastic
Brash, with attrective
bolder. No. 8719
$ n98
Reg. $3.79

sal
Wrigleys Ginn
<maw> 41411wo.
4MM+
4141/0
emsiks.

Juicy Fruit, Big led,
Doublembet, Spearmint
20 pocks, 7 stick pen

so$
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Electric
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Jacket
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Rubbermaid Toilet
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King Model
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Wood Burning
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Phoenixware Delaxe
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help elheinete pegs work.
design easy to reed embers.

ENERGY SAVING SPECIALS!
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No. 3825

Package of 100

e,
G.E. Electronic Digital
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Digital Readout $2997

This Winter Winterize With These .

Kellogg Suds
and Scrub Brush
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AC Converter
Model 7-2842
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I
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I Ski area at Butler State Park to be reopened despite financial trouble

OBITUARIES
Cunningham
rites today

CARROLLTON, Ky. cent of the ski area's sanaliy guaranteed the
(AP) — Carroll Circuit gross revenue sad 28 per- bond hone.
"Whether or not this ski
Judge James R. Ford has cent of any profits. Smith
cleared the way for the said that the percentage resort will ever retire Its
dies;funeral
reopening this winter of arrangement on the pr
on Thursday the ski area at General fits should ipassitatas that
Mrs. Ruth S. Reagan, Butler State Resort Park. Paoli tries to nin the was
Ford gave his approval more efficiently.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
84, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Ford was assured dur- (AP) — State Transpordied Tuesday at 12:20 to the state's plan to
p.m. at Murray-Calloway reopen the financially ing the hearing that, to tattoo Secretary Frank
County Hospital. She was troubled ski area after the state's knowledge, Metts said that it will be
the widow of John E. determining that the there are no outside con- three or four more weeks
state's plan for reopening tracts involving Paoli, before a final decision is
Reagan.
made on routing of a
The deceased, born does not constitute a Northbank and Paoli.
Deputy Commerce highway to link Ashland
Dec. 16, 1897, in Missouri, bailout of private inSecretary Gene Smith and Maysville, according
was the daughter of the vestors.
During Tuesday's hear- said that the state wants to an aide
late Millard Filmore
Transportation DepartLowe and Elmire ing, Ford agreed to a to keep the ski area
Spencer Lowe. A management contract operating in order to pro- ment spokesman Jim
daughter, Wilma between the state Parks tect not only the private Clarke said that Metts
Reagan, preceded her Department and Paoli Investors, but also the discussed three possible
Peaks Inc. of Indiana.
Kentucky Development routes during a meeting
mother in death.
The Parks Department Finance Authority, which Tuesday with officials in
Mrs. Reagan is survived by one son, Johnny had been named perma- Issued $3.2 million in Ashland. Each of the
Reagan and his wife, nent receiver of the ski bonds for building the ski alternatives includes
linking up with the
Carolyn, Murray; two area after the developer, area.
Ford expressed con- previously announced
granddaughters, Mrs. Northbank Ski Partners
Lyn Ryan of Murray and Inc., ran out of money cern that Northbank is Kentucky 10 west of
Mrs. Jan Chase of Con- with debts of about "sitting still" while Paoli Maysville.
The most direct route
necticut; four great- $800,000. The Parks and the state "are turnDepartment hired Paoli ing handsprings to make would intersect Ingrandchildren.
which this a going proposition. terstate 64 in the Olive
The funeral will be Peaks Inc.,
resort in They don't stand to lose Hill-Grayson area or U.S.
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the operates a ski
Indiana, to any more money if it 60 near Cannonsburg in
Methodist Church, southern
establish
a separate fails, don they?"
Boyd County.
Bismarck, Mo. Burial
team to
management
A northerly route would
Smith said the inwill follow in Bismarck
General Butler.
operate
could,
indeed,
move
through Vanceburg
vestors
Masonic Cemetery.
The contract calls for lose more money, and the Greenup Dam
The Shipman and Sons
Paoli to receive 10 per- because they had per- bridge before swinging
Funeral Home, Bismarsouth to 1-64. A third route
ck, is in charge of arrangements. J.H. Chur- Smoke detector campaign set would move through
Vanceburg before linking
chill conducted local arupp with U.S. 23 nor—
WASHINGTON
(AP)
She
spoke
at
a
special
rangements.
Government and ceremony kicking off Na- thwest of Ashland.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Older men — those 65 business leaders have tional Fire Prevention
and older — are less like- joined together to launch Week, at which she was has obligated $126 million
ly today to be in the labor a campaign to promote sworn in as Washington's to build the Alexandriaforce than in the past, and the use of smoke detec- honorary fire chief.
those who do work are tors.
About 5,500 Americans
more likely to have partChairman Nancy die in home fires each
time jobs, according to Harvey Steorts of the year, a toll that could be
the American Council of Consumer Product Safety reduced by the use of
Life Insurance. In addi- Commission said that detectors,she said.
A youth revival will be
tion, proportionately smoke detectors and fire
Other speakers
fewer men in the 55 to 64 prevention will be a ma- estimated that 40 percent at Trinity Christian
age bracket are working jor theme for the com- of American homes lack Center Pentecostal
now than a decade ago.
Church of God, North 18th
mission this year.
smoke detectors.
and Calloway Streets.
Services will be at 7 p.m.
on Thursday, Friday and
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
4
Saturday.
The Rev. J.N. Austel
will be evangelist for the
services, Oct. 7, 8 and 9,
,(LINT KELLEY mAYF1ELD KY 247-0673 or 1-800-592 3488
according to a church
spokesman
who invites
market
Livestock market
the public to attend.
Mrs. Reagan

Kentucky news in brief

at chapel
Services for Mrs.
Estelle Cain Cunningham
are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev. David Wagner
and the Rev. Don Farmer
are officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr.,is soloist.
Serving as pallbearers
are Jimmy Cain, Darrell
Cain, Ronnie Ray, Tommy Jones, Joe Cain and
Gene Cain. Burial will
follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cunningham, 78,
Rt. 1, died Monday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Paul; two sons,
Ted and Zane Cunningham; four grandchildren, Teresa Richerson, Greg, Phil and Joy
Cunningham; greatgrandchild, Amy Richerson; three sisters, Mrs.
Ralph Ray, Mrs. Theron
Riley and Mrs. Alvis
Jones; four brothers,
Alton, Edwin, Jack and
Fred Cain.
Alie S. Cook
dies Tuesday
The funeral for Alie
Scott Cook is today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Conyersville
Cemetery.
Mr. Cook, 95, retired
farmer, Paris, Tenn.,
died Tuesday at Henry
County General Hospital
there.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Polly
Hart, and one son,
George Cook, both of
Paris; one brother, Jim
Cook, Rt. 1, Farmington.

Trinity sets
youth revival

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
Hog

Collins
progress
recorded
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Records filed
with the Kentucky
Registry of Election
Finance show that the
gubernatorial campaign
committee of U. Gov.
Martha Layne Collins has
accumulated over
$270,000 in the last three
months.
State Sen. Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove, president
pro tern of the state
Senate and campaign
manager for Mrs. Collins,
said Tuesday that the
campaign hopes to raise
$1.5 million. It has accumulated $675,929 since
fund-raising began in
December 1980.
The report showed that
16 individuals made contributions of $3,000, the
maximum allowed under
the law, and a total of 68
gave $1,000 or more.
Although Mrs. Collins
hasn't officially announced her candidacy for the
1983 Democratic gubernatorial nomination, she
is considered a certain
candidate. Also expected
to enter the race is
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane, whose financial
report is expected to be
filed later this week.
Former state Human
Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo, another
unannounced Democratic
candidate, reported
earlier this week that his
campaign had raised
$250,445.
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just can't hoist enough
He estimated income
pee* up and down those this season at $758,111,
mountains to retire that with sa"sth•uPilb"
capital."
profit asthma*at USX*

debt, I deal know,"
Smith said. "The odds
are against it, to be candid. It may be that we
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LOUISVILLE, Ky AP USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
SOO, daughter steers and heifers
untested; cows and bulls weak to 1.00
lower; slaughter calves untested.
vealers poariy tested; represented
feeders-Slaughter cows utility 1-335.00-41.50,
cutter 1-2 32.00-37.00; canner and cutter
under MO !be 25.25-32.00; slaughter bulls
grade 1-2 1,045-1,940 lbs 43.50-46.75; few
good and choice 175-205 lb vealers 50.0055.00; calves untested.
Feeder steers medium frame 1 304500 to. 511945.10; 500425 lb. 56.0064.00; medium trame 2 300-500 lbs 35.0050.00, 500470 its 51.00-56.50; Large

frame 2 Holsteins 355 lbs 52.00; 605410
lbs 43.50-41.50; medium frame 1-2 bull
calves 401400 lbs 44.00.64.50; heifers
mediam frame 1 including fleshy offerings 300-50 16.46.6043W. 501-720 lb*
41.0043.50; medium frame 2300.660 lbs
41.00-47.00,some down to 37.50.
Hogs 1,400 includes PIO feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts 1.25 lower; 1-2320-50
lbs 50.00-59.33; 250-065 lbs 50.60-59.20;
sows 50-1.00 lower; 1-2360360 lbs 54.5655.00; 350-400 lbs 56.03-5650; 400-450 Its
56.0357.00; 450-500 lbs 57.00-51.00; 200? lbs 51.00-59.03; 3 and medium 300-450
ibis 51 00-51.03; boars over 300 lbs 46.54
4650.
Sheep untested.

Federal-State Market News Service October 6,1012
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 101 EA. 450 Barrow,& Gilts
75 lower Sows alder 450 steady-I. lower
over MO 021. higher
*5650.50.70
US 1-2210-240 Its
*575041.50
11S 2 200410 lbe
151.00-51511
US 2224.50!be
$07.0346.00
US 2-3510-310 its
Sows
US 1-2 ria-so Its
/40 00-51 OD
50.11-5359
US 1-3309-4.51 Lbs
653 50-57 00
US 1-3450400 lbs.
US 14011-65111be
857 0041 00few $10.00
141.00-5019
US 2-3 311.40 Its
Boars 43.59-4136

Maysville portion of the
highway, and promised
that work would begin
before he leaves office in
December 1983.
MOUNT STERLING,
Ky.(AP) — The Institute
for Mining and Minerals
Research is working with
a private firm on a small
exploration project which
represents the first oil
shale mining officially
permitted in the state.
Joining the institute in
the project is
Breckinridge Minerals, a
subsidiary of the
Australia-based Southern
Pacific Petroleum.
Breckinridge, which had
leased 21,000 acres of oil
shale property in Montgomery, Menffee, Bath
and Powell counties,
came up with the exploration plan involving the
removal of 38 tons of
shale for testing.
Tom Robl, a senior
geogolist with the institute, said Breckinridge
was paying most of the
costs for the dig, and
would keep half of the
shale for its own private
testing. The other half
would go to the institute.

rent payments on its 1,100
units based on a resident's ability to pay.
The plaintiffs sought to
make the suit a class action and asked Johnstooe
to issue a temporary
restraining order.
Johnstone denied both
motions Tuesday.
Johnstone said he advised both parties "to get
together and reach a settlement...1 told them to
work it out."
Carl Marquess, executive director of the
housing authority, denied
ny wrongdoing by the
agency.
"We are following the
law," he said. "We have
nver done otherwise."
Claims made in filing a
lawsuit give only one side
of the case.

ask federal officials to
free the money.
The Riverport has been
planned since the 1960s
and has received millions
In county and state funds.
In January, it won the approval of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. But a
federal report concluded
that tv five present
barge-ding facilities in
the area are sufficient to
handle traffic.
Robert Timmerman,
Riverport secretarytreasurer, said that other
avenues of financing
were being explored, including bonds, bank loans
or private investment.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Chi-Chi's Inc.,
which has 69 Mexicanfood restaurants in 27
states and Canada, announced Tuesday that it
has acquired several
restaurants and the territory controlled by a
francise group.
The franchise group
was controlled by Frank
Carney, founder of Pizza
Hut Inc. The acquisition,
in exchange for 1,523,000
shares of Chi-Chi's stock,
increases to 31 the
number of companyowned restaurants.
Restaurants purchased
by Chi-Chi's are located
in Cherry Hill, N.J.;
Hampton, Norfolk, Springfield and Virginia
Beach, Va.; Rockville,
Md.; and Fayetteville
and Greensboro,N.C.
In addition, Chi-Chi's
acquired three
restaurants that are
under construction and
several others under
development.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The loss of $2
million in federal funds
has brought mixed reactions from officials involved in the proposed
Jefferson County Riverport.
"This is another
obstacle this project is
going to have to overcome, but I don't see this
as putting anything in
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) jeopardy," said River— U.S. District Judge Ed- port President James
ward Johnstone said he Kellow said after the
has told the Paducah federal government's reHousing Authority and jection of the funding rethree people who have quest.
sued the agency to work
The $2 million from the
out a settlement outside Economic Development
of court.
Administration was to
Beth Tedder, Marsha have been used to build a
Davis and Rita Lindsey $4 million port at an inalleged in the suit that the dustrial park in
authority "has engaged southwest Jefferson
in...a pattern and prac- County.
tice of maintaining
County Commissioners
vacancies to await Jim Malone and Carl
higher-income tenants Brown did not share
A three-train railway
when lower-income ap- Kellow's optimism. accident at Gretna
plicants have been aand Brown called the loss of Green, Scotland, in 1915,
are available."
funds a "tremendous set- killed 227 persons and inThe authority receives back"and said he would ured 250.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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WALLPAPER SALE EXTENDED

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
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Wall:Text

25 Wallpaper Books

30% OFF
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The World's Most Beautiful Fans.

STOCK WALLPAPER
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COME SEE
ALL 4 MODELS
--OF CASABLANCA FAN
-ON DISPLAY.

ZEPHYR""
Designed in the style of
traditional ceiling fans,
-the classic elegance of the
Zephyr Model
withstands the test of
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time.
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Register For a Free
Bentwood Rocker To Be Given
Away Saturday Oct. 16th
At 4:00 PM
Come See Our 23 Fan
Display. Prices Start At $89.95

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
206 E. Maim

753.1194
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DELMAR
1
"Mini Blinds

40%

Popplannuritts
CUSTOM WOVEN WOODS

•Over 70 popular patterns
•Insulates better than
ordinary blinds and drapes
•Easy to carefor
•Well-suitedfor any decor

off retail

"Shop with us save"

Woven Woods Sale
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Round 1: Baylor, Angels deck Brewers. Win by KO
tonight's rematch at
Anaheim Stadium.
"Momentum means a
lot in sports," Baylor said
after he provided one rim
with a sacrifice fly in the
first inning, tripled home
a pair in the third, then
And Baylor, the singled home two more in
designated hitter who the fourth as the Angels
drove in a playoff record- moved out to a 7-3 adtying five runs in Califor- vantage.
nia's 8-3 victory Tuesday
"We'll go out there the only thing that can
night, believes the Angels again and have 64,000 stop momentum is good
are on a roll heading into people m the stands, and pitching," Baylor added.
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP)
— The first game of the
California-Milwaukee
slugfest in the American
League Championship
series belongs to Don
Baylor and the Angels.

with Tommy John, 14-12
during the regular
season, going the
distance. He settled down
after allowing a two-run
homer to Gorman
Thomas in the second inning and another Brewer
rim in the third. John
allowed seven hits, and
was never in serious trouble after the third.

seven hits and stx rims.
five earned, before giving
way to Jun Slaton with
one on and none out ut die
fourth Ming
Baylor. who had 93 RBI
this mason and • leaguehigh 21 game-winning
RBI.said he concentrates
more and is • better hitter when with men on
base
Fred Lynn got three
The Angels got the good
Pitching in the opener of
Brewer starter Mike hits, including a solo
the best-of-five series. Caldwell, 17-13, gave up bonier in the fifth for the

Angels'ftnal run

Harvey Kilian said
Baylor said John's pit- "Thit players reacted like
ching against the power- It was the firm game of
ful Brewers, who lid the any nines They did not
AL with 218 homers this take it bad We will tome
year, probably made the right back It will pre
difference
bably be • It110041.741( We
The
year-old John. will came out swinging
traded to the Angels tram starting with the first
the New York Yankees pitch "
Aug 31. said he was es•
Pete Viatica-it-h. who
trecriely happy with his was 3-0 against the
situation
Angels this year and is 6-0
Deane the one-sided lifetime against thorn
loss in the opener, played will try to even the serum
before an ALCS record tonight when he faces
crowd of 64,4116. the Catiforma's Bruce Kison
Brewers feel confident Vukovich was 1114 this
they can bounce back
season Kugel. apparent
"We've done it all year ly back in form after
long, we've shown a lot of struggling back from
"He's getting pro- character," said arm surgery two years
gressively better."
ago, was 10-5 this season
Thomas "Wen
If Horner is it the back."
and 1-1 against thr
lineup, he will bat fifth
Milwaukee Manager Brewers.
behind cleanup hitter
Chris Chambliss. If not,
the spot will be occupied
by rookie outfielder
Terry Harper
WE
After locking up their
BUY
first division tale six
nights before the season
WE
finished, the Cards went
into a four-game swoon
BUY
which ended on the final
day.
Atlanta's crown came
tougher, falling into place
the last day when both the
WI ice net -lity•Ily•
Braves and Los Angeles
Ain G•W iftotood
Highton- only in moos
Ifilt.14101111-2211
Dodgers lost. Atlanta
oversight to tete yew
earlier in the season led
ardaiatosto
money. We've Iwo hosted
Gold
by 10b2 games only to fall
Wealbm.
Paducah ter 69 seers
behind and retake the
lead in the final 10 days.
We'll
ni past tin rt.*
Pelf You 01atI0505
per pant lot I 15 to I cc
Wa11110
Bawds
II pats posh Ica*

Braves pinning hopes on aging hurler
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Their star pitcher is 43
years old, but the Atlanta
Braves are pinning their
hopes on Phil Niekro for a
National League pennant.
"Niekro is the key,"
said Keith Hernandez of
the St. Louis Cardinals
prior to today's 2:15 p.m.
CDT opener of the bestof-five National League
Championship Series. "If
everybody threw a
knuckleball...it would be
different."
Instead, St. Louis hitters were to be looking at
pitches which by the

regular season's windup
were mesmerizing Atlanta opponents.
The mound rival of
Niekro, 17-4, was to be St.
Louis right-hander Joaquin Andujar, 15-10, no
slouch either. The hardthrowing Andujar, the
NL's pitcher of the month
for September, had won
seven straight since last
losing Aug. 6 and carried
a nifty 2.47 earned run
average.
Atlanta Manager Joe
Torre said starting the
short series on St. Louis'
home Busch Stadium artificial turf should pose no

problem for his club.
"I think we're 13 over
.500) on the road and
three over at home,"
Torre said. "I think with
the bigger ballparks we
play in on the road, it
helps our pitchers."
Niekro, whose last two
outings were shutouts, is
considered Atlanta's best
hope for offsetting the
Cards' edges in team hitting and speed.
Torre said rookie righthander Pascual Perez, 44, will get the call for the
Braves in Thursday
night's second game, and
Rick Camp, 13-11, will

pitch Friday's third game
in Atlanta.
St. Louis will counter
Thursday with Bob
Forsch, 15-9, and Friday
with rookie John Stuper,
9-7. If a fourth game is
needed, it will match
Tommy Boggs, 2-2, of the
Braves against Cards
rookie left-hander Dave
LaP-oint, 9-3.
In addition to the matchup between Niekro and
Andjuar, possibly also in
the fifth game if the
series goes that far, the
championship was to be a
contest of bullpens.
Gene Garber, enjoying

Lakers gear for Homecoming
crucial injuries.
By JIM RECTOR
The Greyhounds were
Sports Editor
Calloway County's skunked by Lone Oak last
Lakers celebrate week, 24-0, for their sehomecoming Friday cond district loss. Ranked
night and coach Sam fifth in the six-team
Harp could imagine few district, Reidland has
things better than putting been outscored 140-78 this
together two consecutive year.
Against Lone Oak, a
wins for the first time this
team Calloway beat 22-21
season.
CCHS, 4-3 overall, with a 42-yard field goal,
sta
a vie* the Greyhounds could
-rnuIttr ohly
yet& hi
over
has ateitia
tbtal offente at Reidlatiti.
and losing since then.
Last week the boys in red
eased by South Fulton,
Tenn., 22-16, and this
week district and conference opponent
Reidland awaits the
crimson charge.
Reidland has struggled
throughout its 2-5 season,
hampered by a lack of offensive firepower and

MHS fights
adversity,
Trigg Co.
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A stunning upset by
Ballard Memorial last
week, plus the suspension
of at least three starters,
could make Murray
High's chances of beating
Trigg County slim and
slimmer,Friday.
The Tigers, 4-2, have
been hit hard by adversity after reeling off four
straight victories this
year. The loss to Ballard,
20-7, last week threw a
monkey wrench into Murray's plans for a clean
district slate and ended a
four-game winning
streak.
This week we've got
our backs to the wall,"
said MILS coach Tim
English.
Friday the Tigers
travel to Trigg County to
face a team posting a 3-0
reetird despite an earlyseason suspension which
chopped three games
from their schedule.
Trigg, leading the class
AA West sub-district, has
knocked off Caldwell
County, Calloway County
and Crittenden County in
succession.
Of those three,
however, only Calloway
(4-3) has a winning
record this year.
Caldwell has yet to win a
game in six outings and
Crittenden dropped to 1-8
with Friday's 19-8 encounter with the
Wildcats.
In the Wildcats' 20-14
win over Calloway,
freshman Al Baker led
the rampage with 103
Continued on page 2-B
-

Tony Vancil was the most
productive 'Hound
rusher, gaining 17 yards
on four attempts.
The game will feature
the return of Laker running back Tod C,ontri to the
lineup. Contri, a
sophomore, was sidelined
with a bad leg bruise
against Trigg County and
was held out of last
week's South Fulton
gttme to 'rest
•

A victory over
Reidland would give
Calloway a 2-0 mark
against West Kentucky
Conference opponents.
After Reidland the
Lakers have an open date
before resuming their
district and conference
schedule against Crittenden County and
Webster County.
Friday'S
tit 7:
itaditMf:

his best season, has 30
saves for Atlanta, drawing backing from rookie
Steve Bedrosian's 11. For
St. Louis, the top firemen
are Bruce Sutter, 38
saves, and Doug Bair,
eight.
The hopes of the
Braves, who owned a 7-5
edge over St. Louis during the regular season,
were heightened Tuesday
by the progress of slugger
Bob Horner.
Horner, who has been
idled except for one
pinch-hit appearance
since suffering a
hyperextended elbow
Sept. 18, swung freely in
the batting cage. "Right
now it's about 50-50," his
manager said in respect
to Homer's availability.
G
Complete
Rs
Sten heats & immolated
glom We fix stare
windows, Mors aid scrims
sad eat glass tubes taps
wirers sail elders.
Ws sisa repair sad mists
anis door OM.

GOLD . .
DIAMONDS

The Honest Way!

fe. Information
Regarding

Electrol vs ,,
(Permanent
Removal of Heir)

Coll

753-8856

733-0111141*. 1-53-27$3
Sib Cohlorortor ltd.

THIS WEEK S

1

CASH
NOW!

Open Doily 10:00 o.m. to 6.00 p.m

Clissaws1

Sapping Coate,

Refreshing 300 savings
on refreshing Sung-drop!

Save on all parts from ALL • PRO'

ALL PARTS FOR ALL CAPS"

44044/

-en
217150

Pio 1. eifr/

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 Maple
Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-4461
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
•Tr
.
•
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MMS blanks N. Marshall,30-0

As the senior citizens
of the drug business,
of course Begloy's
understands the
importance of savings.

Murray Middle
School's Tigers kept their
home game record
unblemished Tuesday u
they demolished visiting
North Marshall,30-0.
Besides being 4-0, the
Tigers also boast a starting defense which hasn't
allowed a point all year.
In Tuesday's game, the
final home appearance
for the Tigers this season,
Rodney Skinner helped
give the hometown fans
something to remember.
He rushed for one
touchdown, caught a pass
for another and hauled in
another pass for a twopoint conversion.
Quarterback Mark

Ask your physician and your neighborhood
Begley pharmacist about generic equivalent
drugs.

Generic drugs manufactured under the same
strict Food and Drug Administration standards
as the brand name drugs you know and trust.

Murray runners just
keep on winning.
In weekend races
several Murrayans
brought home running
honors from area competition.

Generic drugs. The price is the
biggest difference.

DRUG STORES

picking off a Marshall
paw
MMS coach Rick
Fisher was rightfully
pleased with the victory,
especially since he was
&hie to play his entire

team.
Tuesday (6:30 p.m.)
the Tigers begin the first
of three away games
starting with Trigg County, then Reidland and
finally Mayfield.

Alexander TDs
highlight CCMS

Aaron Barrett was
responsible for the other
Tiger touchdown when he
blocked a Marshall punt
and recovered the pigskin
in the end zone. Troy
Underwood also scored
Two Cary Alexander Laker end zone in the se
two points on a conver- touchdowns paved the cond half.
Bobby Allen
sion run.
way for Calloway County also picked off a Ballard
Middle School to notch its pass.
Defensively, Jody
second shutout and seMiddle linebacker
Btuiteen set up one of the
cond win in three outings, Larry Jones, defensive
Tiger touchdowns by
Tuesday.
tackle Mike Garland and
Hosting Ballard at noseguard Tony Benke
Laker Stadium, the were cited by CCMS
Lakers blanked the coach Bill Miller as havvisitors 14-0 with a com- ing outstanding defensive
bination of strong rushing games.
and big-play defense.
Jones and Garland
CCMS rushed for over combined for 27 Laker
Tenn., for a 7,000 meter
200 yards against tackles and successfully
race.
Charette, running his Ballard, led by Alexander throttled the Ballard
second race of the day, who scored on runs of one ground game up the midfinished fifth overall and and eight yards. He also dle.
Tuesday the Lakers
again placed second in scampered 58-yards for
his age group. Paul an apparent TD on the travel to Lone Oak for a
Naberezy came in third Lakers second play from doubleheader encounter.
in the 35-39 age group. Dr. scrimmage, but the run At 6 p.m. the two schools'
Ron Wuest placed first in was nullified by a penal- seventh-grade teams will
collide, followed at 7 by
the 40-44 year-olds while ty.
With 5:06 left in the the eight-grade squads.
Karl Wuest won the 45-49
first half he did manage
division.
Deanna Dennison, an to find paydirt on an
MSU student and eight-yard run and his 45member of the school's yard sprint to the Ballard
cross country team, 6 in the fourth quarter set
finished first among 20-30 up his final TD.
Tony Benke, who kickyear-old women and
ed
both extra points, had
Calloway County's boys
received a trophy as the
an opportunity to in- cross
women's overall winner.
country team finalcrease the Laker ad- ly beat
Trigg County.
vantage, but his 35-yard
Tuesday, on the Murfield goal attempt was ray
Country Club course,
wide left with three the Lakers,
after several
seconds left in the first futile
efforts, finally
of Czechoslovakia and half.
upset the Trigg County
No. 2-seeded Guillermo
As for the big-plays squad,24-31.
Vilas of Argentina won defensively, Chris Dodd
Barry Knight finished
their matches. Lendl stiffled the first Ballard
first
and set a team
defeated Sweden's Hans drive with an interception
preceden
t by being the
Simonsson 6-3, 7-5 and and teammate Chad
Vilas won 7-5, 6-2 over Stubblefield halted first Laker runner to
another swede, Per Hier- another visitor drive with record a sub-17 minute
time on the MCC course.
tquist.
an interception in the His time was 16:57.
Other Laker scorers included Mike Wicker,
Now Benison hi Town .Jorpainy
-Tfard; TadfVout1t, fifth;
wekh's „ , •14..4 rbg
Mark Thorn, seventh;
and Mike Harlan,eighth.
Sand and Gravel Co.
The Lady Lakers
*Pea gravel
weren't quite as suc*Concrete gravel
cessful as their Laker
*Septic tank rock
•
counterparts as they fell
*Sand
18-61 to Trigg. Pam
• •
Weskit(' Sand and snivel
Knight was the best
CCHS runner crossing the
Located Is Al.., Ky
.F1;+
470'
finish line in seventh
759.1090
fo,•• •
place.
753.0277
Other Lady Laker
scorers included Kris
Miller, 11th; Melissa
Miller, 12th; Jenny
Richardson, 14th; and
Bonnie Hutchens, 17th.

Murray runners
bring home honors

At Begley Drug Stores, the highest quality
generic drugs cost up to 50% less than their
brand name equivalents

B

West scored one
touchdown rushing, passed to Ed Benda for
another score and was
the passer in Skiruter's
extra-point conversion.
Hendon was the instigator of the Skinner TD
pass.

Saturday morning Dr.
Ray Charette participated in - Paducah's
first Race Against
Cancer, finishing third
overall and placing second in his age group (3039). The race was won by
former Murray State student Brian Rutter.

43

Saturday evening a
Murray contingent
journeyed to Huntingdon,

CCHS runners
finally beat
Trigg County

Lend!, Vilas advance
BARCELONA, Spain
(AP) — Italy's Adriano
Panatta was eliminated
from the $175,000 Count of
Godo Tennis Tournament
after he was defeated by
Peru's Pablo Arraya 7-6,
6-4 in the first round.
Top-seeded Ivan Lendl

Gabriel
road stars\

Carburetors

Er 0/10,711C.I1
heat.y-duty.
computer-tuned
shock absorber.
Keep your car
in shape at
Auto Shack

10.00 off
Auto Shack',
already low price.
Save gas ...
save money

Replacement for most
domestic cars without
electronic ignition.
A part you can trust

time•-up now

6.99cath

from Auto Sh.)ck.

0.00

•

OFF

YOUTH
REVIVAL
CALVARY TEMPLE

Preston* super flush
Helps remove accumulated
rust deposits. One step
action. Limit 2

Pram oil filters

Hwy.641 So.

Featuring Evangelist

For most domestic
passenger cars
Limit 2

Apt* Settek's goer peke

Denny Callahan
OCT.6-10 7:30 PM

- 1.50
Proefosse ietsiAia neloofie

SEE THE FILM
"SUPER CHRISTIAN"
Friday, Oct.8 after the service
1000's of parts...To save you money

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

753-3915 or 753-6152

36.88
50-month battery
Guaranteed
maintenance-fait-WM
exchange

1.29

Maintains radiator
coolant at a proper
/eve/

Eveready energiser J-sPirsm "Kit"

STP stop Soak

AA, C,
2-pack or
9-volt, Limit 2packs,

Heavy-duty radiator
Stop Leak. Limit 2

.99 L.
Pre-softened paste wax
12-oz. Limit 2please,

Continued from page 1-B
yards and two
touchdowns. But English
says Trigg County isn't a
one-man team. "They've
got three good backs,"
according to the Tiger
mentor.
"We're considering
working with an eightman line defensively to
try to stop their running
game," English said.
"We'll probably alternate
with combinations of six
to eight men on the front
line. We're going to have
to gang up on them on
every tackle."

SCOREBOARD

Coolant
return system

far pips&

MHS

,—
Hendon's Service Station
C
' Where Good Service k o 12 Year
Family Tradition
let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicle
W

W

A

-A

.-411
-1--

Do Generol Auto RPpoir• Tune ups•Bra$Fes•Shoch,•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
Sparkomatic
speakers
Coaxial stereo
speakers aSK-520
aSA'-600, aSK-622C

Pac-Man
air freshener
Pleasantly scented
Limit 2

Mirror tint
Cut down on sun glare
Smoke or bronze

The nearest thing to
chrome
Put chrome where you
want it &oz. Limit

Western look
114" brass padlock truck seat corers
Don't lose valuables to Fits most a// trucks
thieves. Limit 2
with bench t
seat

Open every Sunday
Express Parts Ifervise
Empress Parts Service can save you money and
time If you need• hard to fund part that AUTO
SHACK doesn't stock. AUTO SHACK will get it
for you promptly

rerII Owe Tear Warraaty
Any remanufactured part purchased from AUTO
SHACK will be replaced for a period of one year
from date of purchase if under normal
conditions it fads to give satisfactory service

s

Fri
A Domestic Parts
AUTO $HCP(
true discount prices" can save
you 10-50% on the parts you need to keep yOur
foreign or domestic Cat running right

Ad prices not good for special orders • Ad prices good thru Sunday

753-8971

Major League Baseball
CILAMPIONSHIP SERIES
Tuesday's Gems
California 1, Milwaoliee 3. California
lends aeries 1-0
Walesaday.Oct.I
Atlanta Niekro 17-41 at SI Esau An&Jar 15-101
Milwaukee ( Vockovich 11141 it
California(Moon IS-l).)nl
Tharoday.Oct.7
Atlanta (Perez 4-0 at St Louis
)Forsch 15-101, Ill
Priday,Oct.I
California (Zahn 16-01 at Milwaukee
(Smitten 4-11
St.Louds Crop 11-131 it Atlanta
(Sbapar11-7),(n)
Selarday. Oct 10
CaWartia at 11111waskee. It
.

200 h 4tri

St_ Louis at Atlanta, n if necessary
Stothiy,Oct. 111
California at Milwaukee,if necessary
St Louis at Atlanta, in I, if necessary
WORLD SCRIMS
Thaselsy,Oct 12
AL at ?IL, In)
Wedsoodsy.Oct.
AL at NI...1M
Friday,Oct. 1,5
tiL it AL.In)
Saturday.Oct. IS
NIL at AL
Sweday.Oct 17
NI at At.. if necessary
Tamar,Oct. It
AL at t4L,(n), it mammary
latubraday,Oct 11
ALat ML,(n I, if MICIIIMIrf

Soccer
Murray -Calloway
County Soccer Association will sponsor a soccer
jamboree, Saturday, at
two sites in Murray.
Both Carter Elementary and the field north of
Roy Stewart Stadium will
be used to field approximately 59 teams consisting of bo_ys

Hendon's Service Station
Murray

7S

1971

A

•

re-'s
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Coloring book helps identify child abuse

FREI CLASSESI
Moho 'roar owe
Christman Olfts

says Aeolian Jackson, a
technical information
specialist at the center.
And about 7 percent of
those verified cases involved sexual abuse, she
said.
"We try and stress that
if they are touched by
somebody and it's confusing or frightening, they
shouldn't be afraid to
tell," said social worker
Carol Grimm of the Rape
and Abuse Crisis Center.
'Often an adult will
say, 'this is our little
secret,' so they won't
tell."
The coloring book was
written by Joy Williams,
a former counselor at the
Fargo center, who patterned it after a mime
theater presentation she
once saw.

nearby Moorhead, M,
ass the part cowered
local police and metal by their underpents. For
service agencies worked this. Ws the part covered
together in two 45-minute by their undershirts as
presentations. In one, well. Sometimes. she
social worker Becky said, people are touched
Montgomery started by In the private pert of their
talking about support bodies when they don't
systems.
want to be.
"What is a problem"
"When thet happens,
the children were asked. when it's forced on them
A hand went up.
or when they've been
"Something you're forced to touch somebody
stuck on," one girl else, they feel bad and
answered.
they feel contused," she
"When you don't know tells the clam.
what to do, whom do you
The children break into
go to?" Ms. Montgomery groups to go through thc
asked them. "Who can coloring book, which
you go to when you have a opens with pictures of
problem"
people like Mom, Dad
That leads to a list of and grandparents. It
people they trust — talks about different
parents, teachers, doc- kinds of touches and what
tors, and police officers.
to do it they encounter a
Ms. Montgomery goes "red flag" touch.
on to talk about the
They are told to say 'no'
We were seeing more "private part of our If strangers offer candy
and more children," she bodies." For boys, she or rides, to run if sorecalled in a recent interview. "We couldn't find a
vehicle to get them to tell
us what was happening
without traumatizing
them.

The Department of
Military Affairs, which
administers the
Frankfort airport, would
be responsible for billing
individuals for private
use. The agency would
also keep records of requests for planes and trip
manifests supplied by
pilots, and would file
monthly reports with the
Finance and Administration Cabinet.

JOHN'S SAYING CENTER

Drapes
All Sizes
10% off discount price

Bedspreads
All Sizes
10% off discount price

Comforters
All Sizes
10% off discount price

Bathroom Carpet
/
1 2 off regular price

Window Shades
(select group)
4444-eoch - -.........,

Roman and Bamboo Shades
60% off Regular price

4.

w

Open Thursday Night(only)for
Night Owl Sale 6-9 p.m.
Fantastic specials on Bedspreads & drapes
204 N. Brewer St.

101442-0019

Downtown Paris, TN

6
OF THE Vif
COCONUT t0166
'3"
CAKE
COFFEE
169
RINGS

BUTTERTOP
Roc/in
BIN 1UAF RIO
PRICE CET 2nd
LOAF FREE
STOP IV so Joon emu
OWN MEIN IN YOUR LOCAL
1111 JOHN STORE AND
REIM EACII Val FOR A
CAKE OF Till WEB!

Enjoy a buck and
a bargain
from Fischert!

1111 Joho's

DELI

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

•
•

REBATE
COUPON
••••
•

VPREBATE I
when you buy three
podiftpoo__OMOrbort_MellwoodellOOfl
.

ADDRESS
CITY

" STATE

Offer expires December 4, 1982

the Becon-tnakid people-

ATTACH 1.
1 AAELS and MAIL
11111
STORE
COUPON

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49

15c

• *Oh Garlic Bread
Salad 59 (rho

II
II

Thus coupon IS good for 154 off when you buys package of Fischer a new Smoked
Sausage NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer Pecking Co will redeem this coupon
for face wilt* plus 74 handling where the 111Wffile of this oh,have been complied
with Any purchases of sufficient stock to cover redemption eppecetwe yoei if
taxed, prohibited or otherwise restncled or %where presented by an outiide
agency or broker Cash value 1/20th of 14 Limit one coupon per person one
package of smoked sausage per coupon Mail coupons to Fischer Parting
. P.O Bea 1100, Clinton. IA 52734

Oder expires Nosember6 1962
REDEEM AT STORE

ligiliC°

7 Nen Chicken

ZIP

Send the labels from three packages Of Fischer's Mellisood &Won to Rechw's
$1 Rebate, P0 Box 1094, Maple Plain, MN 55348 Coupon must includes op
code and only one rebate is allowed per household or address No facsimiles
will be accepted Allow 6-8 weeks 1Or proCeseng Void where prohibited, taxed

arar

THRIFTY
DINNER
12 oz Slaw $5
3 Rob
4 Po* Loqs

NAME

753-2320

Wednesday 11AM 10PM

La.

FREE

JOHN NANNY Owner

99 Special For Kids

BISMARKS

1" Venetian Blind
All Sizes
$5.00 each

Shower Curtains and
Matching Window Curtains
10% off discount price

Lood

Glum'

Thursday — Friday — Saturday

Come in-today and see our selection
of workshoes, workboots, western
boots and converse athletic shoes. We
also have plumbing and electrical
repairs and hardware.
2206 Coldwater Rd.

ICI OYES HEIN,

- .171141T

tempt to ensure proper
reporting and reimbursement for private flights.

11141 JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

.1*
0/

Approval needed for using state aircraft
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — In a memo,state
Finance Secretary
Robert Warren said that
personal use of a stateowned or state-chartered
aircraft must be approved by high state government officials.
In the Sept.30 memo,
Warren said requests for
private use of aircraft
must be approved in advance by agency heads,
constitutional officers or
the governor's Cabinet
secretary. The new procedure, he said, is an at-

4124E69

N.r I

the courts and that the accused would all demand
jury trials.
"I'm concerned that if
this bill requires mandatory jail sentences our
office is going to be so
overburdened that we
will have to change our
policy," said Twehues.
Edward and Debbie
Kentrup, whose baby
daughter,Sarah, was killed in a head-on collision
on Interstate 275 last
December,spoke in favor
of the mandatory
sentence.
• - • - ---• .
"Do you know what it's
like to hear a small child
crying 'Mommy,' in the
night and, as you approach her bed, it hits you
that she isn't there?" asked Mrs. Kentrup.
Her husband said he
was disappointed the
previous bill failed. He
called for a mandatory
24-hour jail term on the
first offense, or four days
of public service.

Now L000to41
2 emilloo Woot
441 Soot's so
Lowing Rood.

,

Discount Draperies

4,

ANN'S CERAMICS

when you buy Richert
new Smoked Sausage

MUNI BEEF
SANDWICH sr
COLE SLAW
la 994
1"
Id hod of
kg Mg Apiam's Iii

the Baoon-makin'people.

••

P.-.• t •• • . 4-ad•••••
e•g INII

sic ocean

Ir.1 ji101HINI
FNISN FCN AK JONI S 'RICK SVEN
MUMMY

NM 131111

"I figured a coloring
book would be acceptable
to parents and to
children," she said. -It
was a matter of just keeping it simple ... There's no
hidden message in it.
We're just dealing with
feelings."
In a recent session in

Comm Doe Us At

Ambers.. said Clay
county, where Moorhead
Is located. bad 35 reports
of child abase in
That mosbar climbed to
in ISIS. Last year's
figures ha yea't been
totaled but be behaves
they are slightly higher.
Whoa the touch program was presented *
Meorheed schools lest
year, Andersen said
seven children in the
classroom reported that
they had been abused to
all seven cases, he said,
the children were put in
foster homes. Most of the
offenders went to pail
"In most cases,
children don't be about
those things," Andersen
said. We've found a cow
pie of cases where they
exaggerate, but if they go
through the trauma of
reporting it. they're
usually telling the truth"

Reeves Factory Surplus

D.U.I. bill promised
HIGHLAND
HEIGHTS, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Aubrey
Williams, D-LouisvWe,
promised a new drunk
driving bill will be written that should satisfy
relatives of victims of accidents involving offenders.
Williams, who conducted hearings Tuesday
night at Northern Kentucky University, said he
opposed the "slammer
bill" that died in his committee during the 1982
General Assembly session.
Williams said that bill
had constitutional questions.
Most of the speakers,
many of them members
of Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers, favored
mandatory sentences for
drunk drivers.
Campbell County Attorney Paul T-wehues said
that a mandatory jail
sentence would overload

meow tries to grab *NIL
and to tell their parents.
If the red flag person is a
relative, they are told to
tell someone they trust,
or the police.
Ma. Montgomery says
the course is not a sex
education course. The
social wort team meets
with parents and
teachers before talking
with the children, and
each parent receives a
permission slip. If
parents do not want their
children to participate,
they return the slip.
"Ot the Ill students we
talked to last year, 14
brought back slim" said
Dave Andersen, a
juvenile officer for the
Moorhead police department. "Four of those
parents didn't understand the program and
later let the kids be in on
it.,,

_1j1:I;IIi'I:I:uLsrnL.4ti

FARGO, N.D. (AP) —
A "green Beg" touch is
like a hug from your
mom. It makes you feel
good. A "red flag" touch
is a touch that's forced on
you, that makes you feel
bad or confused.
adldren all over the
country are learning
about those kinds of
touches through a coloring book called "Red
Flag, Green Flag People," written by a former
counselor at Fargo's
Rape and Abuse Crisis
Center.
Since 1980, the center
has sold 15,000 coloring
books in 48 states and
Canada, Mexico and
Australia, at a cost of $4
each. It is the main tool of
social workers and police
officers in a "touch" program presented to thirdand fourth-graders.
Authorities say,
children are reporting
more cases of physical
and sexual abuse,
although figures are not
exact.
In 1980, the National
Center for Child Abuse
and Neglect in
Washington received
788,000 reports of abuse
and neglect of children
under 18, up from 413,000
In 1976.
Of those reports, about
half — 394,000 — turned
out to be substantiated,
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2nd BIG WEEK

JIM
ADIRITIS

CRISCO VELVEETA NORTHERN
480z. OIL 2Lb.CHEESE 4 Lb. BEANS

ROUND-UP SAVINGS . FOR YOUR FREEZER'

At JIM ACAMS your QUALITY and FRESHNESS
is GUARANTEED. . .

U.S. CHOICE - IOWA GRAIN FED BEEF
FRONT
25 Lb. QUAR
TER PAK
5 Lb Ground Beef
5 Lb. Cube Steak (Ws.)
5 Lb. Savoy Steaks(ml,.)
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Chuck Steaks
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Chuck Roast
U.S. CHOICE

25 Lb. Bnls. Meat..For$422$

HIND
25 Lb. QUAR
TER PAK
5 Lb.(mu.)Sirloin Tip Steaks
5 Lb. Ground Beef
5 Lb. Cube Steak
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Round Steak
5 Lb. (11n1s.) Stew Beef
U.S. CHOICE

10 Lb. Ground Beef
10 Lb. (Bnls.) Chuck Roast
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Sayoy Steaks
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Shoulder Roast
5 Lb. Rib Steaks
Sub. Ground Chuck

198
THE PRODUCE PLACE....
JUST PICKED
FRESHNESS!

U.S. CHOICE

40 Lb. Meat

995
For$6

FIRM • GREEN

CABBAGE

HIND
4CI Lb. QUAR
TER PAK
10 Lb. Round Steak
5 Lb. Cube Steak
5 Lb.(Bnls.) Sirloin Steak
5 lb. T-Bone Steak
10 Lb. Ground Beef
5 Lb. (Bnls.) Stew Beef

APPLES
3 Lb. Bag

For$499$

4011. Meat

For

$8995

CRISP

CARROTS

SUPER 5 BEEF SALE

U S CHOICE

5 Lb. Grotind Reel
5 Lb. Rib Steak

5so

H•od 991

JUKY

GRAPEFRUIT

3 for 79c

s is°

5 Lb. Cube Steaks

99c
VARIETY PLUS
JUST

Indian corn
ornamental
gourds!

6so

5 Lb. T-Steaks
5 Lb. Boneless Sirloin Tip Steaks

'14'
395

5 Lb. Boneless Top Round Steaks
5 Lb. Boneless Bottom Round Steaks

'13"

180. LIMITED VARIETY

DUNCAN
HINES

FREEZER BEEF SPECIALS

CAKE MIX

U.S. Choice — Regular Hanging Beef

49`

$129

Lb.
Front Qtr. - $ • 2Lb.
$
Hind Qtr. - $ •4Lb.
9
Price includes cutting and wrapping. Cut and wrappe
d to suit your needs.
Avg. Weight — Side 275/300 lb., Front Qtr. 140/150
Lb., Hind Qtr. 135/150 Lb.

VALU/TRIM BOX BEEF
packed in tough plastic bags
pre-trimmed)
!Cutting loss in fat and bone is approximately 15`so or 15 lbs.
per 100 lb. meat
All Beef is U S.D.A. Choice
'Vacuum

$229 Lb

28 Lb Avg

$225 lb

I

90 I. b Avg

69
It,

29
S 1 49
S1

85 Lb Avg

INSTANT
COFFEE oz.

Lb
b

IN THE BAG BEEF -- VALUE & SAVINGS
(Boneless Cuts — You can cut up yourself or well do it for you.)
(Buy one or two of your favorite cuts and take home and wrap for freezing)

$1
9
6
11110

GALLON

ORANGE
JUICE

48 Lb Avg Nit

651b Avg

FOLGER'S

KRAFT •

Price includes cutting 8 wrapping ,

BEEF LOINS
BEEF RIB
BEEF ROUND
BEEF CHUCK
3 PC. BONELESS CHUCK

PAGE
TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

(Cutting loss in fat and bone is approximatel
y 30 lb. per 100 lb. of meat)
Price Weight is before cutting.

Valu Trim - U.S. Choice

2 Lb. Bag 591

sNo-WHITE

CAULIFLOWER
625

Sides -

CRISP • YELLOW or
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

U.S. CHOICE

25 Lb. Meat
U S CHOICE

40 Lb. oFRtOJANRTTER PAK

1GA • 6 PACK

BISCUITS

TOMATO
JUICE 46 oz.
KRAFT • 10 OZ

LONGHORN
Cheddar or Colby

$169

$I 169

KELLOGG'S

ALPO

RAISIN
BRAN 200z.

79

094

HUNT'S

Ar

QUAKER
OATS
18 Oz

BEEF
CHUNKS 140z.

tGA • 5 LB

Solo Pric•

SIRLOIN TIP (Bon•loss)
RIB EYE (Whole Bonoloss)
BEEF SHOULDER CLOD (Whol• Bonoless)
TOP SIRLOIN BUTT (whol.Bon.i...)
CHUCK ROLL (Who!, Bonstlipss)

$195

— Avg. Wt. 10-12 Lb. —
— Avg. Wt. 10-12 Lb.

I. Lb.

—$169

FLOUR

POPCORN

99';

89'

Lb.

$169
— 20 Lb. Avg. —
Lb.
— Avg. Wt. 9-10 Lb. —$273Lb.
$179
— 25 Lb. Avg. —
Lb

POPSRITE • 2 LB

•

IPAGF

s.N THE wIRRs

K

nue

IZN1T1NFj 11 rxIsiesisx f

ROUND-UP of
SAVINGS
4 ROLL

CHARMIN
TISSUE

U.S. CHOICE
IOWA GRAIN FED

U.S. CHOICE
IOWA GRAIN FED

BONELESS

BONELESS

CHUCK
ROAST

CHUCK
STEAK

69
LIMIT ONE

oix
Oeta

=NNW

$3"Refund

By
MAIL

When you buy all six brands pictured
BUY: Any size flavor of an six participating brands
MAIL: To the address on the right this required certificate otos
proofs-of-purchase from all six brands plus a cash register tape with
the purchase price of the six brands circlEid
The proofs-of-purchase are
Cnsco Oil—Foil cap liner from gallon size or the fluid ounce
statement from any other size
Crisco Shortening
Duncan Hines Layer Cake Mix
Net Weight statements
Duncan Hines Brownie Mix
Duncan Hines Blueberry Muffin
or Bran Muffin Mix
Duncan Hines Cookie Mix
114K•iye by Mall: a $3 00 refund
Offer good from September 20 1982 to October 30 1982
Baking Bonanza $3 00 Bettina Offer Certificate
(Cast redemption value 1/20 of 1 )

Guaranteed FRESHNESS and QUALITY...
U.S. CHOICE — IOWA GRAIN FED BEEF
u.s.cHoKt
u.s.aims
CUBE
T-BONE
STEAKS
99 STEAKS
Lb.$2
U.S.04010

U.S.040KI

$0139
BONELESS TOP
SIRLOIN STEAK .... Lb. Ili

BONELESS
SAVOY STEAKS.. u,.$ 189

Enclosed are my procits-of-purchases tfc,.-r. asparticipating
brands plus a cash register tape with the purchase price of the
six brands circled
Plealle "WI my 53 00 refund to
NAME:
ADONIS!:
$0,,44 OW"-. **wry 011,11.111

TURKEY

sI
coven salt

a c4P4061e

CITY.

DRUMSTICKS
WINGS

YCOOE:

STATE:

TELEPHONE:

AREA COOE:

Usid44,ty 4 men allmery **Maw
Place in stamped envelOpe and mail to

DUNCAN HINES•23 OZ.

e I A•

249

$

DUNCAN NINES•38 OZ.

COOKIE MIX
DUNCAN NINES•le OZ.

$1

BROWNIE MIX

COOKIE MIX

BARG'S ROOT BEER
OR
SUNDROP
1

KRAFT AMERICAN
CHEESE SINGLES

39

PLUS BOTTLES
OR DEPOSIT

1
12 OZ. •

29

DUNCAN HIM
NUESERRY or
ARAN

YOUNG•34

1 99
TALL CAN

$329

ROASTING
CHICKEN

.

734

REELFOOT• 16 OZ.

OSCAR MAY.
•PORK of BEEF

OLD FASHION
$ 1 79
SLICED BOLOGNA
I Lb.

BREAKFAST
$1 79
STRIPS ..Loon ',I Testy • 12 oz.

FISCHER'S• 1202.

KINGSFORD• 1402. BREAM

RED SKIN
WIENERS

CHUCKWAGON
PATTIES

(--\

$ 1 39

$ 39

U S CHOICE
BONELESS

U S CHOICE
BONELESS

US CHOICE
BONE!ESS

CHOir
.i TWA IF AN

SHOULDER
ROAST

CHEF
STEAKS

STEW
BEEF

GROUND
CHUCK

$ 819 $1 89

$129

MUFFIN MIX

II

$169

IL.

KLEENEX TISSUE

89

C

59

200 CT.

h.

DOUBLE Q SALMON

BACK RIBS

Please note Mose sowoonai ierms 1 Onw too:lobe mUSA 2 Tbis cortrtecate awry no(
te mechanically (eproluced belt must accOmbarly your request 3 Lena one retort( pee
,
Vol wile (glees may no(be assigned or rare/ores s oar pot 1.14
NM!04 abbess
September 20 1962 to October 30 1962 6 Pease ales 61 barks Ice dielebre

MI6

$4%39

PORK

r

BMW BONAWA $300 REFUND OFFER
PO BOX 9700
MAPLE PLAIN, MINNESOTA 56348

—BACON
ENDS & PIECES

PURE VEGETABLE•CRISCO

COUNTRY STYLE

MIMI I

RIMPOOT•3 Ul. 110X

SHORTENING...3u, Z

$398

1FG SALAD
DRESSING

LUCKY LEAF
CHERRY PIE FILLING

79c

BACON

$1 69

22 OZ.11

GROUND I

CHICKEN
LIVERS

SULCED SLAB

69

QT.

FRESH

FRESH

BEEF
3 LBS OR MORE

..1 3
500"

$11 19
Oc
„dr
LB.

u

SMALLER PKGS
'1.39

BANKROLL...FREE CASH!

KRAFT•WOALLON

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

$169

We gladly accept..

KLEENEX • DIAPERS• 14 CT.

HUGGIE.S-OVERNIGHT ..$329
BANQUET• FROZEN

PIE SHELLS

2 - 9Inch

BE SURE YOUR CARD IS PUNCHED ...

591 STAMPS.

(GA • 12 07 • FROZEN

FRESHLIKE • 20 OZ

WHIPPED
TOPPING

FROZEN

88

NORTHS1DE 200"SOUTHSIDE 300"

-TNISBURY
HUNGRY JACK
90z. BISCUITS

VEGETABLES
PEAS • SOUP MIX • tiREEN BEANS
ANn MIXED VFGVAIttft,

STORE HOURS

99' 20$
IP

NOR THSIDE
MON-SA T
7 AM- 10 PM
CLOSED

SOUTNSME
MON-SAT
7 AM- 10 PM
SUN
- 7 PM

Mac Fitts, loft, was the
Northsido $1,100 vinoMr, ptesootiog tit* chock
is David Livers, Northside tanager.
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2. Relict

3CS11.21
- 1k Meg X3E113E
2. Notice

2. NOW

4. HIV Wanted

M. Home Furnishings

kliscellaneas

tir Reel

41. PsIlk Sale

living room Two wheel
immediate opening for For sale
HAYRIDES
utility trailer Rustic cypress 2 level
Now is dm time to
suite, recliner. Set of
a educational clia
Hayride, warner roast
$350 Small house, 14I acres tricoo.
pleat
flowering
gnostic
Ian, masters World Book •en- chest type
Mickory Lane Stables.
freezer $150 mile west Ky. Lake.
degree
special in cyclopedias updated 759,910$.
759-4588 or 753-7637
bobs. Available now
Pr as
Central heat and air.
IKlucation
or diagnos- with annual yearbooks Have a vacancy for 1
Also wood heat. $400
tics with experience In set nature books,
child, ape 23 years, in
thartiellitm
month. Coleman Real
teaching severely han- bookcase. Good condi- 27. Mobile Home Sales
my home Call Sat.
Estate 753 909$
183-31111 dicapped required. tion. Call 7531.449 after
after 8p.m or Sunday
Chen sponsored
1974
70
12
x
Mobile
Contact 2P111Salary open
hree bedroom near
p.m. 753-8077
For Watkins products Melba Casey Director,
bedroom,
Home,
3
11
/
2 Kenlake Resort, carby
Traditional living room
see Holman Jones 217
West Ky, Educational suite; sofa, love seat, bath, central heat and peted, water furnished,
oe to Fester
4
13th
St
call
or
753-3128
Of
Cooperative, Special recliner, end table $175. air, furnished. Located baseboard heat, wood
•
at Eli Fox Meadows. heater. $195 Call 442
Education Bldg. MSU. Call 759-4756
Days- 753-3643, Nights 5647.
Telephone 762-6965.
753-614,
Vacuum Cleaners
17.
Local opportunity
Free drama" m
37. Livestock-Supplies
Computer Programmer ELECTROLUX
N. Mobile Home Rentals
experience and college Your home is the
1
I ,
Trailer for rent, Dill's
best
degree helpful. Also place to See why
Christmas.
we're
Trailer Court, entrance
Twin accounting and math better. Free pickup and Four-2 bedroom trailers to Murray Drive In
•hints.. surprise
background beneficial delivery.
We repair all for rent: 1 in Shady Theatre. See Brandon
your loved one' in
Send confidential re
makes of vacuum Oaks, 1 on Hwy 94East, Dill.
sume to PO Box 10.40A cleaners. Bill
ilova 5 stirwtos? CoN
Plaza
with a beautifully
Farris 118 1 in Coach Estates, 1 in
Murray Ky 42071.
Riviera Cts. 759-4592.
759-4444 for on inRiviera Ct. 753-3639
Pets-Supplies
Values up
portrait al
framed
Reliable couple or in- Kirby Sales
A
2 bedroom, newly
$300
ro
mosso,'
to
spirotionail
&
Service.
Call for your op Ul
AKC
Boxers, 6 weeks
dividual
to drive my Call for free
MOW Olin
home furnished, Shady Oaks old, shot; and wormed.
brighten your day.
pointment.
husband and I to Detroit demonstrati
Trailer
Court.
753-5209
OCT.
1982
9,
on.
No obFawns and brindles.
Children's tops 759the first of next week. ligation.
Hwy. 121 North at
CARTER STUDIO
We repair all Nice 2 bedroom trailer 437-4892.
HRS.9-9 Doily
All expenses paid. 753- makes. Free
•300 Main 751 8798
4445.
for
rent near Murray.
inspection.
lotorsoctio
14 Sunday
s 1836
AKC English bull dog
8947.
No labor charges on any No pets. 489-2611.
Soot*. Hod. 8. Mors.
puppy, female. 502-362Win trips! Make loads cleaners. Full line of
4064.
8-5.
of money! Sell Avon! parts in new and used 29. Heating-Cooling
AKC German Shepherd
Call 753 0232 or 753-0170.
Sicycio, quit pops,
vacuums of all makes
puppies 60 champions,
Court Square Murray.
asset T.V., Moots,
9. Situation Wanted
also
guard
dogs
and
Call Dale at 759 4801.
Air
ciotios, !misc.
Registered Eskimo
Elderly wanted to keep
Spitz.
502-55A-2153.
and care for in our 19. Farm Equipment
AKC Registered Cocker
home. Experienced and 4000 Ford
ser- Spaniel
43. Real Estate
_
plows, disc,
puppies. 2have references. 753- cultivators
ACROSS
2 Exist
. 753-6520
vice.
All
males,
1
female,
Recently listed, ideally
$75
6392.
ea.
1 Young boy
Answer
to
Tuesday's Puzzle
3 Minor item
after 5 p.m.
Call before 1 p.m., located residential
4 Body of sol4 Vehicle
Will do house or office
415-4126.
BOO EMU DOM
building lot on Larkspur
diers
cleaning, we do win- 22. Musical
5 Command
MCC HOOD MOO
AKC Registered Drive adjoining
9 Pigpen
dows, reasonable rates
6 MA's
MECUM UM MCC
Doberman puppies. 759- Gatesborough Subd.
12 Anger
neighbor
X. Business Rentals
Gray Peek-a-Poo, and references. Call
Offered at $8,500. Owner
4588 or 753-7637.
13 Spirit in The 7 Footlike part
OCCO COMO
437 4712.
last seen
UMCCOCUU OM
Tempest"
Free-8 week old pup- financing available.
8 Sluggish
14 Pedal digit
UMW COG CCU
pies, mixed breed. 753- KOPPERUD REALTY.
9 Brook
vacinity of 14. Want to Buy
753-1222.
On Pioneer, Sooty,
15 Kind of fire- 10 Also
250/.
CC CUMMUM CU
Used infant car seat
cracker
11 Evergreen
onyo, Majestic,
MUD DOM MUM
Pointer pups, register
Call 759-1601
17 Woe
shrub
CM MULICUMCM
Champion Field Blood
Vine.
Grouts car stereos.
19 Showy flower 16 Quivering
15. Articles for Sale
Line, five months old
CCM OMNI
World of Sound
Childs Pet.
21 Tiny
18 Soak
started. 901-782-3572.
CU
OG
For sale: barber chair
MOUROU
wr•ie•
yews
11
22 Err
A BEI
20 Decay
modern. 753-2266.
MUM GUM
Registered Palmaran
753-5865
24 Actor Reiner 22 Fragment
ian 5 months old, male.
CO
MUM
For
COMO
sale: beautiful
Office Cent to Coat
26 Browns
23 Rent
For
Apts.
32.
Rent
753-3672.
knotty pine cedar chest
topers from Everyweere
29 - of Troy
25 Marsh
$65. Call 753-4178.
CAR STEREO Pioneer, Furnished 3 room upItoicia• Service Sine 1900
31 Small child
27 Pertaining to
5. Lost and Found
40. Produce
low color
54 Unmarried
Four new Goodyear Kenwood, Marantz, stairs apartment
1912 Coldwater Reed
•
33 Provide crew
birth
43 Chinese
woman
Mitsubishi,
Sanyo.
ProFound a man's ring in 1100 x 15 tires, 2 snow
Private entrance. 753- Centenial sweet
Murray, Keirtiscis 42071
34 Sun god
28 Growl
pagoda
55 Drink slowly
fessional
installation
.
Murray. Anyone able to and 2 regular with Ford
potatoes for sale. /
9925.
1
2
(S02)753-0186
35 Negative
30 Conjunction 45 Cereal grass 56 Fruit drink
describe the ring may pickup wheels $400, Sunset Boulevard Music One bedroom apart- mile off Highway 94 at
Anytime
37 Idle chatter
32 Youngster
47 Edge
57 Born
Dixielan
Center
d
call 498-8294.
without wheels $350.
ment near downtown Pilot Oak. Charles
39 So long! •
JO( L. HINSON
36 Label
49 Concede
59 Before
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Call 753-0219.
Singleton,
376-5155.
Murray.
753-4109, 76240 Worm
Braker
38 Obscure
52 Stupid per60 Make lace
6. Help Wanted
REPOSSED SIGN! No- Two yr. old Kimball 6650 or 436-2844.
42 Rodent
licensed 4 leaded
41 Reddish-yetson
63 Article
41.
Public
Sale
753-9302
Piano.
Console
thing
down! Take over
$106.80 DAILY EAR44 Exclude
One bedroom apart
1 2 3
4
NINGS working one to payments $ 58 .50 after 4:30 p.m.
5 6 7 8
46 Loved one
ment for rent. Fur9 10 11
YES YOU CAN - ASthree hours a day at monthly. 4'x8'flashing
48 Hoax: Slang
nished. 753-8730, after 5
Exterminati
23.
ng
12
SUMABLE LOAN FOR
13
14
home. Your earnings arrow sign. New bulbs,
p.m. 753-6965.
50 Tumble
YOU! Just listed 4
Fully Guaranteed in letters. Hale Signs.
51 Cover
ill
One bedroom furnished
17
18
bedrooms, 2 baths,
1-800-227-1617
,
Ext.
667.
writing.
For
complete
53 Protective
garage apartment, wamaintenance free
details and application TRS-80 Model III per19$$$20
21
covering
ter furnished. One bedhome. Spend your leisplease
send
sonal
a
Stamped
computer
with
•
55 Food fish
room basement apar24$25
26
27 28
self-addressed envelope cassette recorder. 48K
Tiers., Fri., SM. 1-5 at Cel- ure hours on wrap58 Shoelace fea- itilta
tment furnished, all
around deck with a cool
C.W.P.O.
to:
memory.
Box
595,
$1375.
Call
utilities paid. 753-8294.
ture
ls-Mar, jut off 121, OE glass of lemonade.
So. Fulton, Tenn. 38257.
753-0803.
61 Wedding
One bedroom apart1136 1st buss m right. Aer Basement recreation
Hard working aggres- Wood stove chimney
words
ment close to campus.
ties's. cellectirs items, room with stone
sive take charge type kit, 9 ft. x 7 ft. garage
62 Inclines
Vacant. Appliances
fireplace. Mature trees
individual to run es- door, 3 speed bicycle,
dishes.
tlassware. sash
64 Period of
furnished.. Coleman
on nice double lot. Dial
tablished
10"
debit
chain
saw,
agency,
remote
time
awl., 2 soviet madams, (Century 21 Loretta
Real Estate 753-9898.
Mame 753-3914
in the Murray -to Ed- control trolling motor
65 Church
Jobs Realtors) 753-1492.
Spacipus,..otrid.,Aocafor-,. -Ora CNA.W.004.
dyville
area.
we
and
otter
machtrrist
Vitt.
barbch
tat* furnished 2 bedOTTATITTYT
compertsbl
ma,
great
Lime
Trais.
ion
753-4048.
Salt
66 Temporary
Miscenaneous
room 2 blocks from
CER
S
Aelp you
training program and
fitiitits,
lamps
API
shelters
0..
campus
bey his home. Enjoy the
Call 759-4756,
250 Amp portable
fringe benefits. Please 16. Home Furnishings
67 Still
Electric
clothes.
hooters lake and wildlife from
call Paducah between Beautiful breakfast set, welder on trailer or 753-9208.
eel mirk more. We will pot the warm family room
8a.m.-4:30p.m. for ap- 6 chairs, large table. without. Phone 753-9239 Two bedroom
DOWN
in
and the patios
townhouse apartment.
pointment and inter- Call 474-8856 after 5 after 5:30p.m.
items mit tack day. We are in winter
1 Brim
the summer. This
Fiberglass topper for Carpeted, range, re
view,444-6967 E.0.E.
p.m.
close*
let
attic.
ae
For three bedroom is neslong bed import pick- frigerator, dishwasher,
mere direction call Ili tled on a beautiful
up, also 1967 Chevy disposal, washer-dryer
HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
wooded lot with adTHE FLYING ACE HA5
I'M IN
excellent condition hookup, central heat
V24.
FLYING ACE AND 1415
ditional acreage with
needs engine, may con- and air. 753-7550, 753A6REED TO TAKE HIM
LUCK?
undisturbed natural
CIVILIAN BROTHER 4.1ALKINE
sider riding mower in 7559.
ALONG ON A MISSION
beauty abounding with
trade. 498-8305.
Two bedroom duplex
OUT ONTO THE AERODROME
dogwoods overlooking
Firewood, delivered couples only. Lease and
the lake. All this can be
and stacked, $30 a rick. deposit required. 759yours with seller finan4509.
Call 753-9101.
cing. Call 753-1492 and
1204 Dorm Rd. hi., Sat.
Firewood for sale. Call Unfurnished 2 room
let Century 21 Loretta
Oct 5-9 de. - Sp.as New
apartment for 1 person.
489-2615.
L
Jobs Realtors help you.
cloteism:
else
used
ad
Firewood cut to order. Private entrance,
lorpe
tell,
sad
women
Jr.
$30. per rick
Call utilities furnished. 2
Nag dresses, geed breed
blocks from MSU. 753436-2292.
shoes, mew material,
8558 and deposit
1°Firewood for sale. Call
roft, Christens
required.
753-3134 or see Mickey
items, careers, droves,
'THEY ONLY WANTED TO WIPE
at Tabers Body Shop.
34. Houses for Rent
beaks, kitchen it..,,
s,
753-1222
I HOPE I GET
THEIR MUDDY HANDS ON MY CLEAN
Floor safe-small-sentrytapes, records, toys, mace
A
quiet
nice
2
bedroom,
INTO THE GAME-$125. 100 rolls un
Mrs.
SHIRT
teatt
Mft
iTitl
circulated 1979-0 pen- 2 bath furnished house
THEY HAVEN'T
nies $150. 60 rolls wheat with washer and dryer.
bedroom, 3 bath,
$200
per
month
USED ME YET
plus
pennies $2.50-17.50 per
home on a double
roll. All 60-$210. deposit, 753-9213.
lot. Two heat
Nice 2 bedroom un753-9432.
pumps with a
Good used Huntsman furnished brick house 8
hunidifier, central
Wood Stove $250. 489- miles Southeast of
Murray. Married
2475 or 753-5576.
vacuum, intercouples. References
Huffy riding lawn
com, wet bar, and
and deposit. Call 492mower. Excellent con two patios.
8594 after 6p.m.
Fri. 1-5, Sat.
dition $250. Call 753-4710
ocT- 4
Everything you
One bedroom unafter 5:15p.m.
8-12. Dishes,
furnished house for
need
for comKEROSENE
ladies clothing,
couple or single $65. per
WEL L,YOU CERTA I l'ILY
fortable, leisurely
HEATERS. Buy now
month plus deposit no
size 1 0- 1 6,
WORKED YOUR
and save! 6800 BTU,
family living.
pets. Call 489-2267.
$119.99; 9000 BTU,
WAN1 LIP
KOPPERUD
$149.99; 9300 BTU Three bedroom 2 baths,
REALTY + 753$179.99; 9300 BTU with carpeted, appliances,
1222.
fan, $212.99; 11,500 central air. Walk to
BTU, $179.99; 19,500 MSU. $350 a month.
BTU, $219.99. Wallin 753-3006
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Three bedroom brick in
King, automatic wood Panarama Shores. Dcheater, deluxe cabinet posit required $250
With lift off cook surface monthly..436-5663.
top. Brick lined fire box Three bedroom house
Alarm Ledoe No. 105, F & A.M.
with cast iron grates newly decorated. CenNay 121 North
and doors. $249.99. tral gas heat, fully
VAallin Hardware, Paris furnished, 1'2 block off
NAM BREAKFAST
campus, on Ryan Ave.
- Tn.October 9, 1902
Call 753-3763.
OREGON
WE STUDIED A NEW
SAW
chains
II
W-AT MAKES
WELL,FOR ONE
411"
Two
pitch
for
16"
bar,
bedroom
house
AM
SUBJECT IN
PEOPLE ALL
r)-41N&,BIOLOGY
$7.99; 20", 58.99. Wallin water furnished, 5 mileS
510LOGY CLASS
ASLEEP?
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
CLASS
west of Murray. $110
TODAY
Stove boards heavy per month. Call
lined 321n x 42in $1299 753-5801.
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen Two bedroom in town.
Hardware Paris Tenn.
Deck, fenced yard,
Topper for pickup garage. $275 a month
truck. Call 435-4258 plus deposit. Phone
-Ts
753-1492.
atter 5 PM.

STIA
$ 125
CINNITITSIE WEEP

INK LANE
STARES
The complete
Norse or indoor
Ming , training
hoarding, horses
hire. Lessons
for everyone.
7334511 days
759-1169 Even-

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER
50214th
Mwray, Ky.
753-3251

Yard Sale &
Bake Sale
Oct. 1 1-4. Behind
First Methodist

VISA. Precook
Childreo's
Christmas gifts
mod the Spouse

MISTER

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Dimon

l

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1979 Chris
Cr a f t
Cruiser.
250hp engine,
loaded with options. Includes
radard, low haws
on engine hour
meter.

4 PARTY
YARD
SALE

31.

Cell 901-5848821 day, or 901584-7842 night.

conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration
brands.
759-1322.

REWARD

INFLATION
PRICES

in the

Woodlown and

immto
Strout
Realty

753-3949

GARAGE
SALE

ki

hi

lahiiiihiIIIIhiUlla

Kelley's Termite
8, Pest Control

iii illill10iiiidiii%ill
hiUU
aim11111161 WUWUU
iiiiiiiiiUUUWW

24.

111
WUR
IdUUhiUUUUid

CONTACT!

3-Party
Garage Sale

Si_uG

4
.

ON,

4-Party
Garage Sale
1126 Circe:roma
Dr.

coots,
sweaters, lots of
misc.

OLD FASHION BREAKFAST

6:00 AM MN 11:00

ALL YOU CAN EAT - $3.00

WALLIS DRUG

;111'•
F.1
YES„ I MUST TAKE MEDICINE
A SICK BANDAR CHILD. I'LL RETURN
SHORTLY.

QUEEN K A ROL A
T1-10u6HT I WAS
FINISHE17 WITH
NAT PLACE-

I

WHAT CRAZINESS IS SHE
'
UP TO NOW
„,IT'5
BE-ST TO FORGET IT?

ask
14 eCi4fd
e4,36
hil/c7ecive
9r
Y0ei

BJ'S TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
NOW TAKING ORDERS
Owe year own *as end reduce that
raeolfsly phone IA. Plow your order now
ter cenveetlennl, treadles, cordless or
decereter sets.
Also compere ear prices for: reek*,
addles locks, eft.
Boley Wed*, Owner

753-2229.

*PRESCRIPTIONS 41/811 FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUMS FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•NOUISTER(STONY PRODUCTS
hoe laisawya howbeit.'ha City

Auction Sale
This Thursday Night Oct. 7-7:00 p.m. at
Henry Auction House in Henry,Tenn.
Selling new and used furniture, new toys,
cookware, tools, lamps, dishes, work
gloves, socks, and much more also big
sale Sat. night at 6:00 p.m. Lots of old
merchandise.
Beecham'Auction Service
Gary S. Beecham and Son Auctioneers
Lic. and bonded Lic. No. 471 and 119A
Ph.90144200919 or 901463-41112
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M

41. Nam*Sale

16.Hoesfar Sale

SAVE US$ liwy direct
from owner. 3 Or •
bedroom brick. 1 lit
Four bedroom bomb 1 bem. 1690 sp. ft
TVA
baths, central air insulated 1605 Belmont.
conditioning, 90a heat, /53-4113.
fireplace, convenient
location, at 1111 This now listing at 1721
Sycamore Priced at Keenland won't last
Excellent floor
$39,000. Immediate long
possession. Ken Shores plan with all new car
It Lois* Sale
Estates, owner. peting and decor. A
bargain for 147,000. Ca!!
2 Block building on 753-7531.
KOPPERUD REALTY
contmerically zoned lot.
753 1222.
Excellent for car clan- ONE YOU DREAM
up shop or small indus ABOUT: 3 bedroom Two bedroom frame
try. Owner must sell. brick, 142 brick, Quality house gas heat, large
753-0778.
construction on 21 acres lot, needs work inside
of good tendable land 406 S. 10th St $9000
4.FvfSale
with substantial road 759-4620.
Farm offered at less frontage on two paved Two bedroom house on 2
than $650 acre. 105 highways. This is an acres, 1 mile west of
acres, .55 tendable and excellent investment Dexter on Old
50 acres of timber. for now and in the Wadestxxo Rd. Priced
Located on Mt. Pleas- future. Located east of low 8205. 437-4770.
ant Church Road and Murray and just repriced at $68,000. duced to $43,900 for a O.Motorcycles
KOPPERUD REALTY. quick sale. Don't delay, 1980 650 Yamaha black
call today. Offered by
753-1222.
Century 21, Loretta and gold $1250. Call
Two and one quarter
after 5p.m., 759-1672.
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
acres land. Brooks
1982 ATC 110 3-wheeler.
Chapel Church road. REDUCED $4,0001 New Good condition. Call
Call 474-2334.
2 bedroom brick 4 miles 4924824.
North. Built by quality
46. Homesfor Sale
craftsmen, with best 4.Auto Services
House for sale by heat pump, fully in- Import Auto
Owner. 3 blocks from sulated, city water, Salvage, New and used
shopping center, 5 years concrete driveway and parts, rebuilt engines
old, 2100sq. ft. Includes sidewalk. Nice private etc. Call 474-2325.
garage and also has lot in excellent
Duane's Place-Used
carport. A bargain at neighborhood. Buy
Volkswagon parts, tune
$55,000. For appoint- direct from owner beup, break jobs, rebuilt
ment call, 753-1934 or fore Oct. 1st. for only
motors. 435-4272.
$33,900. Phone 753-9773.
after 7p.m., 7531861.
2 bedrelogn 7 log acres. 7
miles MO East. 436-31002.

49. Used Cars

STAMM OUR YEAR nits CLEARANCE SALE

PASCHALL & SON
Come early while selection

is BIG'

WHILE IT LAST
12 It.

Hilo Shag jute back

Many colors in
cluding Eorthrones & styles

SLASHED to $4.95-$5.95-$6.50 Sq. Yd.
12 ft. Rubber back Shag Huge selection of colors
SLASHED to $3.95 & 4.95 Sq. Yd.
12 ft. & 15 ft.

Commerical Tweed Rubber
back

$2.99 Sq. Yd.
12 h. Kitchen Carpet
SLASHED to $2.99-$3.95-$4.95 Sq. Yd.
12 ft. Outside

Gross Carpet

$2.49 Sq. Yd.
12 ft. Plush Shag Our Finest
SLASHED to

$6.95-$7.49-$8.49-$9.50
Sq. Yd.
Good Pod $1.00 Yd.

COMPARE TO CARPET SUN AT TWICE TiE PRICE
Open 6 Days A Week (901)490-0963

PASCHALL & SON
8 rnilos south of Murray on 641 North
Ammomenagr
o
raaWr
eals.end I4o.t,1( •

1967 Chevy excellent
body, needs engine $450
or best offer. Call
490-8305.
1967 Corvair Mania.
Sharp in mint condition,
California car. $3300
firm or will trade for
small economy truck of
equal value. 753-0373.
1969 MGC GT need‘
interior and brake
work. 753-8558. 1011
Payne St.
1974 Chevy Vega 4
cylinder automatic,
good condition $800 or
best offer. See at 813 N.
19th or call 753-3315.
1975 Firebird Formula,
AM FM stereo, tilt, air,
brakes, steering, Sharp.
Call 753-5362.
1976 Toyota Corollo
goad condition, new all
weither tires, AM-FM
raoM and cassette tape.
Asking $2000. Call 4354439 after 8p.m. or by
8a.m., or leave message
at 762-3824 for Chas
Rauch.

Chrysler

narotep low

2 dose
m1164111.-

753 5.577
1973 El Camino milf•
sharp Power Meerinpbreams Call /53-6541
1977 Lincoln Town
Coupe 1 owner. MASS
miles. spare never
down, mint condition.
$5750 Call 783-8420 after
5pm.
1977 MGB excellent
condition $3080 Cal
John at K Mart, 247 5077
or 247 PM
19711 Mark IV. "1974
T Bird 1 flunlly cars.
good condition. 753-0757
day, 759 1533 night.
1978 Monte Carlo, power
steering, power brakes.
power windows, air
conditioner. AM FM 8
track stereo, 305 motor,
low mileage, $2,600 Call
436-2094
1978 Olds Cutlass
Supreme Brougham.
Tilt, cruise, AM FM
tape, power windows.
Power seats, power door
locks. 84950. 753-3134
1979 Cougar XR-7 excellent condition, must
see to believe $4800. Call
753.7644 after 6p.m.
1979 Dodge Omni 024, 2
dr., auto, air, power,
silver and black. Call
753 77118.
1980 4 Door La Sebra
Buick, excellent condi
tion, lot of extras. $4200.
1973 Thunderbird, low
mileage, 1 owner, lots of
equipment. Also 1974
Duster, 6 cylinder
automatic, new tires, a
2 owner car $800. Call
436-2427.
1980 Monte Carlo, good
condition. Honda 110,
492-8204 or 492-8491.
1980 Tornada, low
mileage, excellent condition, fully equipped,
£9,995. 753-9567.
Relocating, transportation will be provided. Must sell 1982
Ford Exp 1500 miles,
flip -top sunroof, ac,
dark blue. Call 753-7858
during day, 753-6269
after 4p.M.

50. Used Trucks
1971 Datsun truck new
paint job, re-built motor, new tires. 436-5830.
1972 Ford pickup V-8
straight shift, long
wheel base. Good condition. $1150. Call 753
8124.

1174 Ford F 1411 Colds=
V-S. AM rad*.
AMOIRINdir- 32.M111 meas.
Local. Ofiewater LON.
IWO we to worm Me
condition and extras
Re•sen for selling:
settle estate of Perter
Farley C•II 753 4326
OW Sp.in.
197, Ford Courier truck
short bed with velour
interior priced to sell
753 7701 after S30p m

Apache itarneda fold
down deluxe Like new
753 0251 before 2 30
354-S51 after 5.30

52. lioats-fadors
Complete Bass Rig, 1161
Ranger 150. like new 150
hp motor and Ranger
trailer, wean, 2 depth
finders. Must WI Cali
154-8622 after 5 30 p m
or 354-6541.

53. Services Offered
Ihmollog Al Typos, IS
years 'sometime, al
wed pansweed. Des
IVIlkorws, 4119.25$11
or 345-2662.

41.11111MEMMIIIP
ATTENTION!! Why
pay more? We offer the
lowest possible prices
on painting, roofing,
and general repairs to
homes and farm
buildings. Free Estimates. Call Mike:
502-435-4323 or Paul:
901-247-3716.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
753-811116(home).
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding all types of trim
work. Call 753-6621 after
5p.m.
11111111111111M1
WI Ann carpets,
windows, the deem
and we: herd wood

floors.

WI X 303/M

Sinkst011wed

II Used Inds

4.Und Cars
1975

3
IE

SatIsfattha

ermeeittseil.

753-3317

•N toed' Specuude•
T mama Can TS)EMI or
SNIP& Earl Lowell
Bien Aide Repair
erpertolve labor. sew
Quality Call 78)8054
after 3 PM

livicsiOnni

SL SinlasOlAnd
isO s I/4•te• I
prevent's'. il veers

eaprtei•ace,
retwealal155. aaaltimis.
repairs.
cowries we
general WAN* ma I et
Call POMIll

Alwininiled roof seater
ts a Mint on moiwie
Mines before winter
arrives We offer tne
lowest prices and fest
est service in this MINI
Free Estimates Call OA
& P Home Repair
502 4135 4323 or 051)47
1716

===
mrire
Sears TVA Mierinale
Save on 'OWN high
hooting and cooling
OW Call Wars MI till
W trie
it & a STUMP RENO
VAL
De yew Re•et
stelnee renspaed Preen
veer v•rd •r land
CMOIWO M Iddende, We
COO reelleed ellhamoo alp
to $4 woes We. one
...woe leaving ion t
rampant ree cries Cie
he tree mileitaft• lob
st omo as 434 or Sea
▪
Jr •35 ale

SIIIIICI
TRICAL AND
PLUMBING
IMAMS ANN
VIIU MIPS.
N.L. fl
435-412S
Lea* meersaershee As.
conditioners. small so
Plumes mowed ey 4

NAOS SANDING
AND
M.

Lketolail electric Ian or
rosideatIO1 and cern
metclot H..Plng and
aircendltlen
gas in
Fence Wes el Sears atoll/04A •Nd repair
now Call Sears ?SS 7310 Phone 753 73t3
11006411
tor Imo intimate Mr Need leer a on roof
your needs
ROM CO.
trees? ToppineL prwn
GENERAL HOME mg. Ilhaping meow*
354-6127
ripewvie and mem C./10
REPAIR 15 years es
penance Carpentry. &Ova* s TREE
Build and Repair concrete, plumbing. SERVICE I r Pro
tobacco barns Free roofing, sliding
NO lemons' tree care
estimate Call 435 4347
JOB TO SMALL. Pres 753 11536 or 78.353*
CARPET CLEANING. estimates Days 474 STORAGE boats. pon
Free Estimates 1359. nights 474 2276.
bons. campers II per
Satisfied references, Gutter Repair
Win
Will foot per month
Vibra Steam or Quick repair and clean out loci:anon and all no
D ry Cleaning. gutters cheap
Cali pairs II percent off
(Upholstery Cleaning) 7537192
with Mis add Murray
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Snort 1 Marine 718 S
Guttering by Soars
753 5827
Soars continuous gut 411151
Campbell's Tree SW' tees installed for your mil111111111111Mineer
vice
Topping, trim specifications
Cali
ming, removing. Full Sears 753 2310 for tree
insurance Call 1 527 estimate
0916.
Chimney Sweeps. Call
We speolsen
arm
now to secure an ap
resI *Mc eels.
pointment. 435-434 or
stel w•he Ism sad
762-4792.
sheer
sistaese.
Commercial and R•
sidential refrigeration
*Sib I
and central air heat
=AO.
pump service and repair. 436-5536.
MILS
Concrete, block, brick,
1161-364•34/6
basements, foun
dations, drove ways.
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free es
timates. Call 753-5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ROOFING
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
ROOFING
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
2, Teen siperisess.
Shied floors ser
specialty.

LL

ROOFING

Slavin G.
WM=
aj" ail TEO sidle.
testes trill wart
Ililamess. Call Will El
y, MINI.

Mr

FREE ESTIMATE
Jackson Service Co.
4343-5536

Sammy TWINS
Ent
Cootracior 1.
in
Per Wowed intoner and
ex Wir tor Demme II roe
esronete Call Ps) NW
Or 783047
WILL DRILLING and
9.0004, Cerfralraera Well
Drilling **Kent*. TN
irregatien residential
and cern merc ial
35.7 36/)
WIT 0ASEAsiter9 We
mike wet basements
dry Wort conratletei•
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
structien Co R* 2 lox
409 A. Paducah K
43001 or cggii 1 442 7036
Will do Plumbing end
roofing, heating re
pairs. painting Celt
75.31111
Will sharpen hand saws.
circular saws, and
chain saws 7131836

NOP
PeostiAtli
Need • mead api
NINO Seald-0. or
Ilsild•atIel. lot&
relereeses. Cd No.
%lint 759.1711 or
7334476.

demememrwl.

&Realms
Free to good home
long haired kitten. On..
mother Cal (all 'Si
\. 0747 after 3.Em

LIQUIDATION SALE
to make room for new merchadise arriving daily for the holiday season
Clothing Dept.

50% to15% OFF

One Entire Wall of

Jackets, shirts, vests, coats
and leather coats

60% ton% OFF

Straviand felt western hat, Frye-Justin
and other handbags.
Boots

50% thin% OFF

Up to

75% OFF

Example One Large Group 1st quality all leather
ladies, mens and children's work shoes
casual shoes, work, dress and western boots IU95
Levi, Lee and all other men,
women's and children's jeans.

113 OFF

Large Selection, Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols and
Case Knives at reduced prices.

Example: Used Belgium Made Browning,
12 gime Shotgun, excellent condition $225.00
FREE, $6.95 Levi Belt to first 500 customers.
Horse Tack, Equipment & Health Supplies 25% OFF

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

Gold & Silver Wholesale Jewelers, Inc.
Inside Vernon's Western Store

BIGGEST DIAMOND
AND 14 ct.
GOLD
SALE OF THE YEAR
60% OFF
If you've been longing to give a
diamond to someone you love,
you're going to love diamond
sole. For two weeks all diamond
jewelry is 60% off. Choose from
diamond pendants, earrings,
cocktail rings, wedding rings,
engagement rings, anniversary
rings and men's rings. 14 kt.
gold chains.
SALE ENDS OCTOSEI
4 -

Use

Convenient Loyowo

753-7113

.-r

Jewelry enlarged
to show detail!

Free 14 ct. Gold Gift for first SOO customers.
Free drawing every day for free diamond ring.
Values up to $300. Come in and register.
We buy scrap jewelry, diamonds, gold stamped
10, 14, 18, 22 ct. bracelets, necklaces, pocket watches, dental gold and silver. We pay cosh.

Olympic Plaza
HOURS:9-9 DAILY 1

Pion
For Christmas

4 DAY LEFT.SALE ENDS SUNDAY.
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Shells still surface throughout city Atlanta was labeled 'war zone' before youth killings

ATLANTA (AP) — The arrest of Wayne Williams some part, to a formal Goldberg, who heeds the mews through the city,
nightmare began more and his conviction earlier agreement between the coalition, "the results pitting up derelicts and
fumes are rusted. iltd
as long as they're sealed' than three years ago this year in connection city's police department have shown we were right taking them to jail,
the charges will last when police discovered with two of the deaths left and the Atlanta Business on target. There is church-run missions or
the bodies of two black Atlanta with "an image Coalition, which nowhere near the crime social service agencies.
forever."
represents various in downtown Atlanta
Most residents have teen-agers in a vacant lot. problem," Young said.
The business communi"When you put all these business organizations in- now"as in 1979.
gotten used to the Before it was over, 29
ty
has instituted greater
young
people
were dead, things together, you do cluding the Atlanta
Among other things,
thought. Farmers plowsecurity
measures, ining fields who happen and the image of a city get a kind of perception Business League, the the agreement led the chiding the hiring of
symbolized
the
new
that crime is a problem Atlanta Chamber of Corn- police department to take police to work as
upon a shell simply move that
security
(in Atlanta)," he said. meree and the Atlanta officers out of their cars guards during off-duty
It; children often find the South was tarnished.
But now city officials "But that's something Convention and Visitors and put them on the
unusual-looking
are trying to improve we've been working on Bureau.
streets for more visibili- hours, training its own
"bullets."
Proposed in late 1961 ty. They walk beats or employees in security
One Morganfield cou- that picture with an ag- and I think with some
gressive
war
on
crime.
and
approved in June, the ride horses or motor procedures and
ple even had a painted
success."
establishing security
It hasn't been easy.
To symbolize that suc- pact established a part- scooters.
tank shell as a door stop.
escort services for
Long
before
The
police
department
authorities
"strengthen
nership
to
cess, the city recently
"People have gotten so
emfloyees who work late.
used to seeing them lie decided that a mass erected a huge sign which present efforts to fight also has up to 30 undermurderer
was
stalking
cover
female
officers
on
crime
on
the
streets
of
the
It also distributes antiproclaims — "We have
around, they don't pay
any attention to it," the city's young, Atlan- raised a brave and central city," Public downtown streets during crime literature and has
ta's homicide rate was beautiful city ... Atlan- Safety Commissioner business hours to prevent set up an advisory panel
Wilson said.
climbing
so rapidly that ta," quoting from a George Napper said.
purse snatching.
to assist the police in
According to Drigger's,
It also operates a van devising anti-crime proAnd according to
though,such nonchalance In 1979 it was labeled a speech made by jour"war zone" by some nalist Henry W. Grady in businessman Joel which makes periodic grams.
can lead to tragedy.
1886.
If a shell is discovered, observers.
That year Atlanta
The message replaced
it should not be moved, he
recorded 231 homicides — a billboard erected in 1979
warned.
"What they should do is tops in the nation for a by an outraged merchant
mark (the site) with a metropolitan area its — "Warning...you are in
FORT WORTH, Texas day night.
Bracken, Fort Worth's
wooden stake, with a size. The epidemic led Atlanta, where police (AP) — A 4-year-old girl
According
to
chief
animal control ofpiece of cloth tied to it," Gov. George Busbee to are: underpaid, under- being mauled by a pet neighbors, Mrs. Hobbs
ficer. Authorities would
order
state
troopers
into
manned, underequipped. jaguar was rescued by owned a cougar, a jaguar
he said. "They shouldn't
try to capture the cat
pound the stake in. They the city to assist the Use extreme caution her grandmother who and a bobcat, which she
1
I.1today, he added.
beleaguered
police.
while here."
should not attempt to
pried the cat's jaws open kept caged in the house.
Under local laws, the
Among the victims
Young says things have with her bare hands,
remove the round In any
The jaguar was locked animal has to be held 10
were
an
Ohio
doctor,
gunchanged.
way."
authorities said.
inside the house after the days for observation,
ned down during a rob"What we've tried to
Sachs Heather Hobbs
bery attempt outside his do," Young said, "is run underwent plastic incident, said ,George then destroyed.
hotel, and former Gov. a tight ship on our streets surgery late Tuesday
Carl Sanders' secretary, on the theory that the way after suffering multiple
shot to death on a crowd- you prevent crime is to lacerations to the scalp
LOUISVILLE, Ky. suggested, she said, that ed downtown street. Both
establish order. When and the back of the neck,
(AP) — The 36th national the participants couldn't deaths were highly
people get a sense that according to a '- LEXINGTON, Ky. proposal died in 1980
conference of the Na- eat a heavy lunch of coun- publicized.
you
don't even jaywalk in spokeswoman at Harris'(AP) — Lexington- when the beverage intional Trust for Historic try ham and burgoo and
Most of the 1979 downtown, then that con- Hospital. She was listed Fayette County Urban dustry and grocers
Preservation opens a get through every day.
homicides "had nothing tributes to an orderly In fair condition today.
County Council members unveiled a voluntary
five-day run here today, The national con- to do with Atlanta," said
presence
and
a
respect
BOBBY WOLFF
Anne Gabbard and Carol recycling program.
was
attacked
The
child
with about 1,300 people ference will give preser- Mayor Andrew Young in
for law."
Tuesday night by one of Jackson have asked the
turning their attention to vationists with diverse in- a recent interview. "I
Mrs. Gabbard and Mrs.
"I like work; it fascinates the historical
Gene Slade, executive three large cats owned by state to study whether
sites of terests a chance to think we got caught betme. I can sit and look at it
the privately her mother, Louise industry-backed volun- Jackson termed the
director
of
discuss problems — and ween the drug wars in
for hours." — Jerome K. Kentucky.
funded Metropolitan Hobbs, police said: The tary recycling centers voluntary plan "a hoax"
The Trust, founded in solutions — that they Detroit and Miami.
Jerome.
Atlanta Crime Commis- animal was kept caged at are making a dent in Ken- whose intent was to block
1949, is the only national, liave encountered in their
passage of a statewide
"A number of people sion, said there is her residence.
tucky's litter problem.
private organization own communities.
bottle bill.
came here to get away statistical evidence to
During
Tuesday's
counThe girl's grandchartered by Congress to
The keynote address and cool off," he said. support Young's claims.
Public Works Commismother, Norma Tom- cil meeting, the two askencourage public par- Thursday will be given by "They weren't in the drug
Declarer must get the
Through
Sept.
23
of
this
ed
that
state
Natural
sioner
Gordon Garner
police
she
was
pkins,
told
opponents to work for him if ticipation in preserve- Brendan Gill, drama business here. They were year, 108 homicides had accompanying the girl to Resources Secretary said reports by the
tion.
critic
for
New
Yorker
sort of hiding out here, been recorded in Atlanta. her mother's house when Jackie Swigart conductt Beverage Industry
he wants to reach today's
dummy. Half measures fail It is an umbrella group magazine and chairman but they were found here In 1981, there were 182 the jaguar struck as the the study to determine if Recycling Program show
to get the job done; only a for many organizations, of the New York Land- and killed here.
murders in the city; in pair walked through the tougher clean-up that the centers handle
full strip will land the game. such as the Society for marks Conservatory.
"The missing ao151.
,
'1980, 200. Other front door.
measures are needed.
ony 5 percent of the counArchitectural
Historians
Planning for the con- murdered children — I categories of crime also
Declarer wins his ace of
They
also
talked
of
brty's
aluminum cans. But
Thompkins,
54,
Mrs.
diamonds and feels comfort- and Preservation Action, ference has been an still don't know how to ex- show declines, according
inging back an effort to Luke Schmidt, presidnet
hand
suffered
minor
group.
a
lobbying
These
education for some plain that," said Young.
able about his work. It looks
to Atlanta police lacerations while freeing pass a "bottle bill" which of BIRP, estiimated that
like the opponents can score organizations will be Louisville residents.
It damaged Atlanta's statistics.
the jaguar's grip on the would require a 10-cent his group's centers and
only two aces while declar- meeting in Louisville at Ravine Victor, local image but did not break
Authorities
say
the
girl's head. She was deposit on every six privately owned
er brings in a comfortable the same time.
coordinator for the Trust, its spirit, Young said.
drop in the city's crime treated and released beverage container sold facilities take in about
overtrick.
The meeting will learned that Louisville
"I don't know of any ciDeclarer cashes one high feature trips to many "has the second largest ty in America that had rate can be traced, in from the hospital Tues- in Fayette County. That half of the county's cans.
trump and West's discard Kentucky landmarks in- number of shotgwf- the social and political
brings bad news. How cluding the Capitol at houses in the country.
,
fabric in place to have
should declarer plan to Frankfort, thoroughbred Many people have never
dealt with that kind of
reach dummy to cash the farms at Lexington, a seen these."
third diamond and take the tour of"My Old Kentucky Ms. Knox has been crisis with so little turmoil," the mayor said.
marked trump finesse?
Home" in Bardstown, quizzing her brother, a "The leadership of the ciIf declarer cashes a sec- and Shakertown at Plea- farmer, about
tobacco. ty was both black and
ond diamond and leads to sant Hill.
That's because Main white and that made the
dummy's club queen, the Kentucky is even the
Street and its buildings difference."
game goes down. East wins
the food and with cast-iron facades,
But the 22-month string
the club ace and exits with a focal point of
planned said to be the second of murders that led to the
club and eventually the entertainment
defense gets three black suit for the conference. In largest inventory of such
winners and the queen of fact, Terry Knox of the buildings in the country,
Preservation Alliance will be on the tour. Ms.
trumps.
said
she had to draw a Knox realized that many
Playing for West to have
Census at Murraythe club ace is a weak line on food plans because of the buildings had once Calloway County
gesture, declarer can cinch so many were offering been tobacco warehouses Hospital for Monday,Oct.
the game regardless/'Of luncheons featuring Ken- and the out-of-town tours
was 160 adults and four
Save on just
would pass by tobacco 4,
where the club ace Might tucky cooking.
nursery.
in
be. After one high trump It had to be tactfully barns.
about everything
No newborn admissions
reveals the trump break,
• in the store!
were listed.
declarer should cash his
Dismissals were as
other high trump and the
WASHINGTON(AP)— shown their first annual follows:
second high diamond. Then
Paul D. Thorn, 403
he gives the lead to East Exports of U.S. decline since the late
South 10th St.; Jack B.
with the queen of trumps. agricultural com- 1960s.
Kennedy, 807 Sharp St.;
East is now out of safe modities, the centerpiece
The department's Debra Jeter, Rt. 1, Almo;
leads. If he leads a diamond, of the Reagan adthe defenders get only two ministration's farm Foreign Agricultural Ser- Chad Henson, Rt. 3, Benaces and a trump. If East policy, are suffering even vice said that August ton; Duston J. Darnell,
worse than experts had shipments, valued at $2.5 Rt. 4.
10-6-A
NORTH
Alecia C. Galindo and
been
saying a couple of billion, were down 15 per*K 8 7 2
cent from the year- baby girl, Rt. 1, Paris,
IP 8 73
months ago.
•Q J 10
The Agriculture earlier level. The actual Tenn.; Karen Bolls and
•Q 7 3
Department said Tues- volume of shipments also baby boy, 1533 London;
EAST
WEST
Glynis McCallum and
day that farm exports in dropped 11 percent.
•A J 10 3
*Q 6 5 4
On Aug. 17, the agency baby boy, Rt. 1, FarmAugust
were
valued
at
Q102
$2.5 billion, virtually un- revised its 1981-82 export ington; Elaine Vance, Rt.
•6 5 3
•9 8 7 4 2
changed from their estimated downward to 6; Fred H. Taylor, 1922
•A 9 8
*J8 5 2
$40.5 billion, compared to Red Oak,Paris, Tenn.
depressed level in July.
SOUTH
Violet D. Speight, 402
As a result, the value of a record of $43.8 billion in
49
IPARJ9654
South 16th St.; Parvin
farm exports in the 1981- the previous year.
•A K
82 fiscal year which end- But with the latest Littleton, Hazel; Robert
•K 104
ed on Sept. 30 may fall figures for August Kirks, F3 Southside
Vulnerable: Both Dealer: below the $40.5 billion shipments and only a Manor; Pearl Brandon,
level projected less than month left in the fiscal Rt. 1, Hazel; Christine
South. The bidding:
two months ago, officials year, it appeared unlikely Beaver, 503 Broad St.;
North East
South West
(Interior/Exterior)
said. Even at that level, that the $40.5 billion Estelle Cunningham (ex2V
Pass
1'
Pass
pired)
Rt.
1.
exports
would
have
411
Pass
Pass
would be reached.
Pass
MORGANFIELD, Ky.
(AP) — Police Chief
Gene Wilson remembers
a few years ago when a
couple of youngsters approached him and asked
If they could get into trouble for owning a bullet.
Wilson was understandably upset when he acc o in panied the
youngsters to a garage
and saw what the were
talking about.
"They had a 90mm
round and it was live,"
Wilson said. "The kids
had it over there playing
with it."
Such occurrences are
not all that out of the ordinary around Morganfield, which was once host
to the 36,000-acre Camp
Breckinridge military
base.
The U.S. Army pulled
out of the area in 1965 but
left behind some explosive reminders.
"What we're talking
about is artillery and
mortar rounds of ammunition," said Capt.
John Driggers, public information officer at Fort
Knox.
The "dud" shells have
been turning up for years.
Just last May, the 43rd
Explosive Ordnance

Detachment from Fort
Knox collected 70 shells
in Union County. Driggers said 42 of them were
still "highly explosive."
An explosives disposal
team will return to the
area in late October to
make another sweep for
ammunition, Driggers
said. The Army also has a
special number for people who think they may
have found unexploded
shells.
Surprisingly, there
have been no detonations
of lost shells. But if there
are detonations, there is a
good chance injuries will
be involved.
Whispering Meadows
subdivision, home for
about 1,000 people, sits on
part of the old base.
Another section houses
the Earle C. Clements
Job Corps Center, with
more than 2,000 people.
Wilson thinks he knows
why there have been no
problems. "Sheer luck,"
he said.
"We've been lucky so
far because most of the
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FOR LUNCH OR DINNER

The Best Hamburger in Town
Fully dressed with steak fries.
(Cheese is 20'EXTRA)

Chemtnut
Streot

753-1314

X52L
441,

• Paint
• Painting Tools
• Ladders
• Brushes
• Rollers
• Drop Cloths
• Scrapers
• Putty Knives

• Wallpaper Paste
• Spackling Compound
• Putty

And •••
MUCH,MUCH,
MORE!

Hot Ham and Cheese
Served on a Kaiser bun *oh Swiss cheese
steak fries and soup

• Sale offer applies only to4n-stock Merchandise

Crunch
Breaded boneless chicken steak fries coleslaw
ond o cup of soup

Sale ends 10/28/82

C 580 The Sheew.r, Wikarns Company

ANSWER:Two no trump.
Worth one try for game and
no trumps It in the right
direction

French Dip
Hot roolt beef oi toast or brrod with steak
fries and cole slaw

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Bos 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with eall-addresend, stamped envelope
..ansewsumen
t

MURRAY SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER 40,
IC •'.1111

South 12th St.

7534321

